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COMMAND SYNTAX NOTATION 

Notation conventi()ns used in command specifications and examples throughout this manual are listed below. 

Notation 

lowercase letters 

CAPITAL LETTERS 

[ ] 

Numbers and 
special characters 

Descr i pti on 

l.owercase letters identify an element that must be replaced with a 
user-selected value. 

CRndd could be entered as CRA03. 

Capital letters must be entered as shown for input, and wi II be printed as 
shown in output. 

DPndd means II enter DP followed by the values for ndd". 

An element inside brackets is optional. Several elements placed one under 
the other inside a pair of brackets means that the user may select anyone or 
none of those elements. 

[KEYM] means the term "KEYM" may be entered. 

The horizontal ellipsis indicates that a previous bracketed element may be 
nepeated, or that elements have been omitted. 

name [,name]. . . means that one or more name val ues may be 
entered, with a comma inserted between each name value. 

Numbers that appear on the line (i. e., not subscripts), special symbols, and 
punctuation marks other than dotted lines, brackets, braces, and underlines 
appear as shown in output messages and must be entered as shown when input. 

(value) means that the proper value must be entered enclosed in 
parentheses; e. g., (234). 
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1. SORT 

INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental process in data manipulation is the rearrange·
ment, or sorting, of records in a fi Ie to a predetermined 
order. The Sort program operates under Control Program
Five (CP-V) or the Batch Processing Monitor (BPM), on the 
Xerox 560 and Sigma 5-9 computers. Design of the pack
age permits any program compi/led by COBOL, FORTRAN, 
or Meta-Symbol to call Sort as a subroutine during normal 
program executicln 0 Sort parameters supplied at run time 
define the characteristics of each job. 

Sort is designed 1'0 be device-independent. While inter
mediate (scratch) Sort fi les defl::lUlt to RAD or disk, they 
may be assigned to from 1 to 17' di sk packs or from 3 to 
17 magnetic tape units via an ASSIGN control command. 
Sort uses a backward-read technique to eliminate the time 
spent waiting for rewinds when the intermediate files are 
assigned to sequential storage media (e. g., magnetic tapes). 
Sort allows the user complete flexibility in using his own 
hardware configuration to greater advantage. Mixing of 
tape, nonrandom disk (i. e. , disk written sequentially), and 
nonrandom RAD storage for intel"mediate fi les is allowed, 
but the user may hove to reserve one tape unit to be used 
for his final output fi Ie if it is to be written on magnetic 
tape (see Chapter 4). Sort releoses the unused scratch fi Ie 
at the beginning of the final pa!;Si but with scratch fi les 
assigned to RAD, disk, and tape!, there is no guarantee that 
the unused fi Ie avai lable during the output pass wi" be one 
assigned to magnetic tape, unless the user is careful in mak
ing his intermediclte DCB assignments (see Chapter 4). When 
intermediate scral'ch fi les are as.signed to magnetic tape, the 
ASSIGN control command should specify either the param
eter (DEVICE,9T) or the parameter (DEVICE,7T) rather than 
the parameter LABE L in order to allow Sort to control inter
mediate fj Ie record size and blo,::king, thereby increasing 
Sort speed. 

FEATURIES 

Major features of the Sort program are summarized as follows: 

1. Files can consist of records formatted as ANSI, monitor 
0. e., BPM or CP-V), or uSI~r. 

2. Fixed-length records in blocked or unblocked format 
can be handled. (In monitor-formatted fi les, records 
are unblocked to sort. ) 

3. Variable-length records can be handled in blocked or 
unblocked A"~SI format and unblocked user or monitor 
format. 

4. Sorting can be accomplished on multiple key fields, in 
either ascending or descending sequence. 

5. Records containing from 1 to 16 key fields can be 
sorted. 

6. The read-backward feature of 9-track tapes is used 
when intermediate work fi les are on sequential storage 
media. 

7. Sorting can be performed on the following types of key 
field data: 

a. Alphanumeric 

b. Binary (including normalized floating-point numbers) 

c. Zoned decimal 

d. Packed decimal 

8. User own-code can be inserted at specified points, 
permitting record modification, record deletion, rec
ord insertion, and access to multiple-block header and 
trailer records. When records are equal on all speci
fied keys, input order is preserved. 

90 User-specified character-collating sequence can be 
uti Ii zed 0 

10. I/O on all fi les is buffered 0 

11. Intermediate work fi les can be on sequential storage 
media (i oe 0, magnetic tape and nonrandom disk) or 
on random storage media (i.e 0, direct-access disk and 
RAD), but not on a mixture of sequential and random 
storage media. However, any combination of se
quentia I media may be used at one time, as may any 
combination of random media. 

120 If for any reason Sort encounters an error condition, 
Sort will set the Step Code to 60 The user may there
fore test this code via !STEP (CP-V only) and selec
tively execute the remaining job steps. 

MEMORY ALLOCATION 

Memory allocation is calculated in the first phase of Sort 
for use in subsequent phases. Results of the calculations are 
stored as control table entries. The amount of working stor
age avai lable for the second phase of the program is de
veloped first. The "tournament" size is then obtained from 
the working storage based on the fi lei s characteristi cs. 

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 

Sort is in reality a dual processor system. The two pro
cessors are referred to throughout this manual as the se
quential Sort processor and the random Sort processor 
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(llrandom ll meaning direct-access). Which of these processors 
is used is determined by the type of storage media specified 
by the user for intermediate work fi les. If work fi les are 
exclusively on sequential storage media (i. e., magnetic 
tape and disk written sequentially), the sequential Sort pro
cessor is used; and if the work fi les are exclusively on ran
dom storage media (i. e., disk and RAD), the random Sort 
processor is used. 

The determination to call the sequential processor or the 
random processor is performed by a preprocessor named SPRE. 
SPRE is summoned in one of two ways: when a SORT com
mand is given or when Sort is linked to via the M:LINK 
procedure. (The M: LINK procedure is described in the 
following Xerox manuals: CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 
90 1764, and BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 90 0954. ) 
SPRE analyzes the intermediate work file DCBs. If any work 
fi Ie is assigned to tape or nonrandom disk storage, the se
quential Sort processor is branched to; otherwise the random 
Sort processor is branched to. 

SPRE also reads the Sort control parameter commands when 
it is called in the batch mode. The Sort control parameter 
commands are REC, BLOCK, FILE, KEYS, NOTE, LIMIT, 
and TRA N. These commands and their functions are di s
cussed later in this chapter. 

Both the sequent ia I and random Sort processors that can be 
optionally invoked by SPRE contain four basic phases which 
are described in the following paragraphs. SPRE is not 
present when Sort is used as a co-resident processor (see the 
Sort structure description in Chapter 3). 

PHASE I 

The first phase acquires various user-supplied parameters 
(e. g., file characteristics, record characteristics, default 
options, etc.), checks them for consistency, and builds 
control tables for use by the following phases. This phase 
also determines the extent of machine resources available 
and sets intermediate storage blocking factors and working 
storage values for the following phases. 

PHASE II 

The second phase bui Ids the key comparison routines and, 
in the sequential Sort processor, bui Ids the tournament with 
the initial portion of the input fi Ie. 

PHASE III 

The third phase reads the remainder of the input file and 
forms strings of ordered records that are stored on the inter
mediate fi les. In the random Sort processor, merging also 
takes place in this phase, up to the final merge. 

PHASE IV 

The fourth phase merges the initial strings into successively 
longer strings until each file contains only one string. At 
this point the fourth phase merges these strings onto the 
final output fi Ie as one ordered string. In the random Sort 
processor, only the final merge is performed in this phase. 

OPERATING MODES 

Sort can operate in either of two modes: job mode or pro
gram call mode. For the job mode of operation, the user 
calls Sort out of the system library via a SORT processor 
control command (monitor loader). For the program call 
mode of operation, Sort is called by user programs written 
in ANS COBOL, FORTRAN, or Meta-Symbol. In this case 
the only requirement is that the calling program must be 
able to manipulate certain registers. This requirement 
may necessitate including machine language instructions 
in FORTRAN, for example, to set up exit and return 
conditions. In a COBOL program, the nece'ssary linkage 
to Sort is generated at compi Ie time when a SORT verb 
appears in the user source program. During execution, 
the sort function is accomplished with no further action re
quired by the user. 

When Sort is called as an independent processor in the batch 
job mode, the Sort control module is loaded and its execu
tion is initiated. The user's specifications are then read 
from the control input device, and processing is initiated 
as explained below. 

INTERNAL SORTING METHODS 

In the internal sorting method employed by Sort, the input 
fi Ie is read and stri ngs of ordered records are developed 
and output to intermediate files. Internal sorting is accom
plished through use of the IIreplacement-selection tourna
ment ll technique. The records themselves are not moved 
during the tournament play, but a table of index flags is 
manipulated to keep track of losing IIplayersll. 

FILE ORGANIZATION 

Files that are to be sorted may consist of fixed-length or 
variable-length logical records and can fall into three 
major categories: A NSI-, monitor-, and user-formatted. 
ANSI-formatted fi les may be of fixed or variable length, 
blocked or unblocked. Monitor-formatted fj les may be 
of fixed or variable length and are unblocked to sort. User
formatted fi les may be of fixed length, blocked, or of 
variable length, unblocked. The last physical record in the 
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fi Ie may be shorter than a full block if the proper multiple 
of logical records is not present. Padding characters added 
to fi II out the las,t block wi II be treated as data and sorted 
accordingly. 

General characteristics of ANSI-, monitor-, and user
formatted fi les are outlined below. 

ANSI-FORMATTED FILES 

The format and structure of ANSI-formatted fi les conform 
to the American National Standard for Magnetic Tape In
formation Interchcmge, except that the decimal tape format 
is not processed. The Block Header File is restricted to 
a-byte length for fixed-length format, and to a length of 
four bytes for variable-length format. If a Header 2 label 
(HDR2) is not present, appropriaj'e fi Ie description informa
tion must be supplied via ASSIGN control cards (see the 
CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764). Only one aO-byte 
user header label (UHLl) or troi ler label (UTLl) is per
mitted per file vol'ume. If user lobels are present, the user 
must provide program instructions for checking input labels 
and creating output labels. When using ANSI-formatted 
Fi les and the DROPBLOCK FEATURE, the user must put 
(ABCERR) on !ASSIG N cards as appropriate. The user must 
be sure that the DeB for F:SORTIN and F:50RTOUT has 
the proper BLK Land FMT values in the DCB. The. BLOCK 
card is not necessory for ANSI files. 

MONITOR-FORMA1TED FILES 

The packing structure of monitor-·formatted fi les is deter
mined by the monHor (that is, by CP-V or BPM). The fi Ie 
structure cannot be changed by user specifi cations. The 
first group of records in the fi Ie c:ontains the monitor label 
which contains information, such as the fi Ie name, user 
account number, and logical record blocking factor. If 
the file is on tape, an optional user label (255 bytes 
maximum) is also present. t The user label wi II be ignored 
unless the user explicitly indicates that "own-code" has 
been provided to process the label and to generate a new 
I abe I for the sorted fi Ie. 

If the input fi Ie resides on the RAD or disk pack, the user 
may elect to destroy the input fi Ie at the end of the input 
phase by specifyin~, RELEASE in j'he ASSIGN command. 
This will allow the released RAD/disk area to be available 
for additional Sort resources. It should be emphasized that 
this option precludes rerun of the job if a Sort error or 
obort occurs during the final output phase. 

UISER-FORMATIED FILES 

The packing structure of user-fOlrmatted fi les is explicitly 
controlled by the user. The Sort requires blocking factors 

t See the BPM/BP ,RT Reference MCinual, 90 09 54, appendi x 
titled "File Organi;zation"; or the CP-V/BP Reference 
Manual, 90 1764, Chapter 2, as appropriate. 

from the user in order to provide automatic blocking and 
deblocking of logical records. The fi Ie mayor may not be 
headed by a user header label. User header labels may be 
single-block or multiple-block headers and may be in any 
format the user requires. A single-block header label is 
defined to be the first physical block of the fi Ie and can
not exceed the data block size (or exceed 255 bytes). If 
a label is present, the user must provide program instructions 
for checki ng the input lobe I and for generati ng the output 
label. 

If fi Ie header labels are used, the user may make program 
modules avai lable in the user library to process input and 
output headers. If the fi Ie is ANSI-formatted or monitor
formatted, the user header is assumed to be in the user 
label area. If the fi Ie is user-formatted, the first physi cal 
block on each physical volume wi II be treated as a header. 
If the user does not provide program modules to be process 
header labels, Sort wi" warn him via a message on the 
LL devi ce, skip the label record, and proceed to Sort. If 
user header labels are multiple-block, they must be ter
minated by a fi Ie mark. In the absence of user-own code, 
Sort wi II do a PFILE and then proceed. 

If volume trailer records are specified, the user may make 
program modules avai lable in the user library to process 
input and output trai lers. Trai lers appear at the end of 
each physical volume. If the user does not provide pro
gram modules to process trai ler labels, Sort wi" warn him 
via a message on the LL device and wi" ignore the trai ler 
labels. 

Included in the Sort program are various secondary refer
ences that must be linked to user own-code when headers, 
trai I ers, or access to data records is speci fi ed. The user 
assembles his program as independent relocatable object 
modules and then bui Ids an overlay structure (with his ac
count and new load module name) that merges his program 
with the Sort root segment SROOT independent of whether 
he uses the sequential sort or the random sort. This new load 
module should be called something other than SORT. This 
results in a unique program for that particular sorting task. 
An example appears in Appendix A. 

The userls program must contain external definition of entry 
points to be used as follows: 

When Sort Sort Branches 
Specifi cation to User's 
Is Definition of When 

Header Labels S:INHED After reading an input 
user header 

S:OUHED Before writing an out-
put user header 

------- --._-------------"- t------~--"~--~--""-~---

Trai ler Labels S:INTRL After readi ng an input 
user trai ler 

S:OUTRL Before wri ti ng an out-

I put user trai ler 

Fi Ie Organi zati on 3 



When Sort Sort Branches 
Speci fi cation to User's 
Is Definition of When 

Input and S:INUSO After accessing each 
Output input data record 
Own-Code 

S:OUSO Before outputting each 
sorted data record 

User own-code modules may i ncl ude their own DCBs and 
input/output functions. Own-code modules remain resident 
during the entire job, with a resulting decrease in working 
storage avai lable to Sort. User definitions are explained 
below. 

INPUT PHASE OWN-CODE 

Sort cannot protect the integrity of its input buffer or rec
ord areas during the execution of user own-code instruc
tions. The user must take all precautions necessary to 
prevent his program from modifying areas outside his 
jurisdiction. 

S:INHED This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to SSP (sequential) or SRP (random) 
whenever a user header label is present. If the user has 
ANSI, monitor, or single-block user header labels, the 
user's program wi 1/ be entered after each input fi Ie header 
is read by Sort. The storti ng locati on of an input buffer 
wi II be passed on and the own-code wi II be responsible for 
verifying its contents. If the user has specified multiple
block user header labels, Sort wi II enter the user's own
code routine after performing the read operation. (It is up 
to the user to read his remaining labels, perform any de
sired validity checking, and position the fi Ie to the begin
ning of data information.) If needed, the user may perform 
his own read-in of parameters (such as a data card) against 
which the input header can be compared. After verifica
tion, the user will return to Sort at a specified linkage 
point. The user's header is truncated if its length exceeds 
80 bytes (ANSI format), 255 bytes (monitor format), or the 
length of the data block (user format). 

S:INTRl This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to SSP (sequential) or SRP (random) 
when trai ler records following each volume of the input fi Ie 
are present. The user's program wi II be entered after each 
input trailer is read by Sort. 

At the time of entry to S:INHED and S:INTRL, the follow
i ng conditi ons wi II exi st: 

Register 5 contains the return address (B *R5). 

Register 6 contains the byte address of Sort input 
buffer. 

4 File Organization 

Input buffer byte 1 contains the length of input header 
trailer. 

Input buffer byte 2 contains the start of header/trai ler 
record. 

If the user specifies multiple-block user header labels for 
a user-formatted file, only Register 5 will be set at entry 
to S:INHED. 

S:INUSO This external definition is assumed to exist 
in a user module appended to SSP (sequential) or SRP 
(random) when access to input data records is desired. The 
user's program will be entered after each input logical rec
ord has been acquired but before that record has been en
tered into Sort. The starting location of the logical record 
wi II be passed on, and the user may perform any of the fa 1-
lowing operations on the data: 

1. Summing, rearranging, coding and decoding, etc. 

2. File updating (deleting, replacing, and inserting rec
ords). The user may modify the record pas~ed to him 
by Sort, but if he expands the record's length he must 
fi rst move it to his own record area in order to avoi d 
destroying records following this one in the current in
put stream. If the user increases record length at this 
time, the expanded length must have been speci fied 
as input record length. The user must not decrease 
record size such that any portion of a specified key 
wi /I be truncated or "lost". 

After completion of the user's processing of each logical 
record, the own-code routine should return to Sort as de
scribed below. At the time of entry to S:INUSO, the fol
lowing conditions wi II exist: 

Register 5 contains the normal return address to the 
50rt program to enter the record into the sorting pro
cess (B *R5). When the user is inserting or replacing 
records, bits 18-31 must contain the record's length 
as the number of bytes in the record. 

Register 6 contains the byte address of the last record 
read. A zero indicates the fi Ie is exhausted. When 
50rt executes the user's own-code module after the 
end-of-file has been encountered on the input file 
(indicated by a 0 in register 6), it is only to allow the 
user's routine to close off its operations. 

Register 7 contains the return address to Sort to be used 
for deletion, insertion, replacement, or record length 
modifi cation. When the user returns to the address 
specified in R7, he must provide in R6 the record's 
byte address (bits 13-31) and an operation code in 
bits 00-07. The operation codes are 

00 

01 

delete record. 

replace record with record in location spec
ified in R6. 



02 insert record in location specified in R6 and 
return to user's, own-code with original rec
lOrd address in iR6. 

Register a contains the re~:ord length in bytes. 

OUTPUT PHASE OWN-CODE 

Sort cannot protect the integdty of its output buffers 
or record areas during the execution of user own-code 
instructions. The user must take all precautions necessary 
to prevent his program from modifying areas outside his 
jurisdiction. 

S:OUHED This external definition is assumed to exist 
in a user module appended to SSP (sequential) or SRP 
(random) when a user wishes to prepare an output header 
label. The user's program will be entered before any data 
record is written on each physical volume of the output fi Ie. 
The user may construct his header in a work area contained 
within S:OUHED and return to Sort with the byte address of 
that area. The first byte of the area contains the number of 
bytes in the header (this byte is not written to the output 
fi Ie), followed by the header information itself. Entry is 
made to 5: OUHED just before the fi Ie (volume) is opened. 
If the user has specified multiplle-block user header labels, 
Sort wi II enter the user's own-code routine without perform'
ing any WRITE operation. WhEln the user returns to Sort, 
the last header label wi II be written. 

S:OUTRL This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to SSP (sequential) or SRP (random) 
when a user wishes to prepare twi ler records. The user's 
program wi II be entered after elClch volume has been written. 
User processing fIQ"ows the same rules as for header labels. 

The following conditions are aS~iumed to exist in connection 
with S:OUHED and S:OUTRL: 

At entry, Re!3ister 5 contains the return address (B *R5). 

At exit, Regiister 6 contaim, the byte address of a user's 
output buffer (set by user). This buffer must start on a 
word boundary. 

Output buffer byte 1 contains the length of header or 
trai ler. 

Output buffer byte 2 contauns the start of the header 
or trai I er record. 

S:OUSO This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to SSP {sequential) or SRP (random) 
when access to output data record is desired. The user's 
progrom wi" be entered before each logical record is written 

(after it has been selected for output). The starting location 
of the logical record wi II be passed on. The user's option 
and interface are the same as those specified under 5: I NUSO, 
except that at end-of-fi Ie (EOF) the user may make an un
limited number of insertions. 

Note: If the user modifies either content or relative loca
tion of a key field in his own-code routine and has 
selected the sequence check option, he wi" pro
duce an out-of-sequence condition causing Sort to 
abort. Insertion of records may also produce this 
condition if the user is not careful to preserve the 
sequence ordering obtained by Sort. Insertion and 
replacement records must start on word boundaries 
when sequence checking is requested. 

If the S:OUSO user specifies sequence check and is modify
ing the output record length, he must specify the maximum 
output record length to Sort. 

KEY FIELDS 

Records to be sorted may contain from 1 to 16 key fields. 
A key field must be aligned on byte boundaries and be en
tirely contained within the minimum record length specified. 
A key field may contain the following typ~s of data: 

Data Type 

Alphanumeric 

Binary 

Packed decimal t 

Zoned decima It 

Length of Key Field 

A maximum of 255 a-bit EBCDIC 
characters. Unsigned, zoned deci
mal field should be placed in this 
category for increased efficiency in 
the compari son process. 

A maximum of a bytes. 

A maximum of 31 decimal digits, 
plus sign, packed into 16 bytes. 

A maximum of 31 decimal digits, 
plus sign, in EBCDIC form con
tained in 31 bytes. 

tThe user's system must have decimal arithmetic capa
bi lity to handle this type of key field. 

Individual key fields may be sorted in ascending or descend
ing sequence. Comparison results are algebraic for decimal 
and binary keys, and absolute EBCDIC for alphanumeric 
keys. 

The collating sequence value of the characters used in al
phanumeric, packed decimal, or zoned decimal key fields 
may be transformed according to a user-supplied table of 
sequence values before the key fields are sorted. If char
acter sequence translation is specified as a Sort parameter, 
the user must supply one or more key translation control 
cards showing the desired sequence changes to the standard 
EBCDIC characters set. In all cases where records are equal 
on all keys, Sort preserves the order of the input fi Ie. 

Key Fields 5 



OPERATING IN THE JOB MODE 

Sort operates in the job mode when called via the SORT 
processor control command. The preprocessor SPRE is then 
called in and determines the type of sort desired (by ex
amini ng the DCBs for the intermediate work fi les). It a Iso 
reads the Sort parameter control cards whi ch are discussed 
in the following paragraphs. These cards are read from the 
control devi ceo 

The parameter cards may appear in any sequence in the 
control deck following the SORT command. All but the 
NOTE parameter card may be used only once in the 
control deck; the NOTE card may be used as many times 
as required. 

Each parameter control card must start with the following: 

1. A period in column 1. 

2. The name of the parameter control card (e.g., NOTE) 
beginning in column 2. 

3. At least one blank following the name of the card. 

If a parameter requires more space than is available on 
a card, it can be continued on one or more following 
cards (permitted only with the KEYS and TRAN parameters). 
When a parameter is to be continued on another card, the 
following rules apply: 

1 . Each card that is to be continued on another card must 
be terminated with a semicolon. 

2. Each continuation card must have a period in column 
and a blank in column 2. 

REC This card specifies record length and whether or 
not the records in the sorted output fi Ie are to be sequence 
checked. It has the form 

. REC (input, output, SEQ) 

where 

input specifies the input fi Ie record length, ex-
pressed in number of bytes. 

output specifies the output fi Ie record length, ex-
pressed in number of bytes, that will be used dur
ing sorting and that will be written. A variable
length file can become fixed-length with this 
feature. If the length of the output record is 
greater than the length of the input record, un
predictable results can occur. 

SEQ indicates that the records in the sorted output 
fi Ie are to be sequence checked. 

The user must always provide the input record length. If 
the output record length is not specified, it is assumed to 
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be the same as the input record length. In a variable-length 
fi Ie, record length is the maximum physical record length. 

BLOCK This card specifies blocking factors for blocked 
fi les on tapes other than ANS labeled tapes; it is not needed 
for unblocked fi les. It has the form 

. BLOCK (input, output, DROP) 

where 

input specifies the input blocking factor; that is, 
the number of records per block. The number can 
consist of up to three digits (999). 

output specifies the output blocking factor; that is, 
the number of records per block. The number can 
consist of up to three digits (999). 

DROP indicates that bad blocks are to be dropped. 
(A bad block is a block in which an I/O error is 
encountered during a read operation,.) This option 
may appear anywhere within the parentheses. 

The user must always specify the input blocking factor on 
blocked files. If the output blocking factor is not speci
fied, it is assumed to be the same as the input blocking fac
tor. This card is unnecessary for ANSI fi les if the BLK L 
field for the F:SORTIN or F:SORTOUT DeBs has the proper 
block size. 

FILE This card specifies the number of records to be 
sorted and the records and header labels to be ski pped (that 
is, not processed). It has the form 

. FILE (SKIP, number), (SORT, number), (HDR, x) 

where 

SKIP, number specifies the number of records to be 
skipped in the fi Ie before processing begins. The 
number can consist of up to six digits. 

SORT, number specifies the number of records to be 
sorted. The number can consist of up to six digits. 

HDR, x specifies the input header labels to be 
skipped. The x can consist of an F or any digit 
from 1 through 9. An F indicates to skip past the 
file of header labels to the data file. A digit in
dicates to skip past the indicated number (1-9) of 
header labels. If there are no header labels, omit 
th is option from the • FILE card. 

The SKIP, SORT, and HDR parameters may appear in any 
order. The FI LE card is opti ana I. 



KEYS This card specifies thE! sort key characteristics. 
It has the form 

. KEYS (origin, length, type, c~irection, TRAN) ~ 

C[,(origin, length, type, direction, TRAN)] ... 

where 

origin specifies the stOirting byte position in the 
record. The first byhe is 1, the second byte 
is 2, etc. 

length specifies the key length. Key length is ex-
pressed in number of b},tes and can consist of up 
to three digits. 

type i ndi cates the sort key type and can be any of 
the followi ng: 

AN indicates alphanumeric 

PD indicates packed decimal 

ZD 

BN 

BA 

indicates zoned decimal 

indicates binary 

indicates absolute binary (signs are 
ignored). If this feature is used and 
the high-ol"der bit of the key is on, 
and no oth4~r bits are on, a fixed
point overflow wi II cause an abort. 

If type is omitted, alphClnumeric type is assumed. 

direction indicates the direction of the sort (A = 
ascendin!~ sort, D = descending sort). If direction 
is omitted, an ascendin9 sort will be done. 

TRAN indicates that the translation table is to be 
used with the key field., 

NOTE This card allows the user to insert comments into 
the Sort parameter control deck. A NOTE card may not be 
continued onto other cards, but (my number of NOTE cards 
may be used. This card has the form 

. NOTE [any text] 

LIMIT This card specifies the limits for the DCBs, the 
amount of memory to request, and intermediate devi ce han
dling.Ithastheform 

• LIMIT (PAGES,number), (DCBS,number), (REM~ 

L, (DUMP), (TBUF,number) 

where 

PAGES,number specifies the number of pages in 
memory the sort is to request. If this option is 
omitted, the sort wi II request all of memory. The 
PAGES option performs the same function as the 
CORE option on the ! LIMIT monitor control card 
(see the BPM/BP,RT Reference Manual, 90 09 54, 
or the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, as 
appropriate). Thus the user may specify core size 
via the ! LIMIT monitor control card of the. LIMIT 
sort parameter control card, or both. (If the user 
specifies core size on both cards, the sort param
eter card specification should be within the core 
size specified by the monitor control card. If it 
is not, the core size designated by the monitor con
trol card takes precedence.) PAGES is in pages, 
where CORE is in K units. 

DCBS,number specifies the number of intermediate 
DCBs to be used. From 6 to 17 DCBs can be speci
fied for a random sort, and from 3 to 17 DCBs can 
be specified for a sequential sort. If DCBs is 
omitted for either sort, 6 DCBs wi II be assumed. 
For a sequential sort if less than the number of 
DCBs specified are assigned via ASSIGN control 
commands, the balance will be opened on public 
disk storage. 

REM indi cates that the device associated with the 
intermediate DCB upon which the final output file 
will be written is to be freed for use as the output 
fi Ie device. This allows a tape drive to be used 
for multiple purposes instead of tying it up until 
the end of the sort. REM appl ies only to a se
quential sort (that is, sort with its intermediate 
fi les on magnetic tape). 

DUMP informs Sort to dump its overlays in case of 
an abort. 

TBUF,number specifies the number of buffers the 
Sort is to use for writing output string records from 
the tournament. The Sort norma lIy uses two buffers 
when running in a stand-alone mode, I inked mode, 
or co-resident mode. For larger sorts, two buffers 
are recommended. This option is valid when only 
using the Random technique. Valid values are 1 
or 2. X '40 ' or X'FQ' will default to 2; all other 
va lues a re errors. 

The PAGES, DCBS, REM, DUMP, and rBUF parameters may 
appear in any order on the LIMIT card. 
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TRAN This card specifies where certain characters are 
to be substituted in the translation table. It has the form 

. TRAN (start, length, characters) I, (start, lengt~ 

L_ charac ter-s}J ... 

where 

start is the beginning byte position in the transla-
tion table where characters are to be substituted. 
Start is expressed as up to a three-position nu
meric field. 

length is the number of bytes, or characters, to be 
al tered. 

characters are the alternate characters to be 
substituted. 

Each (start, length, characters) parameter must be contained 
on one card. That is, if a TRAN card is continued, the 
continuation card must start out with a period, then a space, 
and then a new (start, length, characters) parameter. 

An example of the TRAN card is shown later in this chapter. 

KEY TRANSLATION TABLE 

If the collating sequence values of characters in one or 
more keys are to be translated (changed to other values), a 
key translation table with the following characteristics 
is constructed: 

1. A 256-byte area is set up in high memory so as to con
tain the standard EBCDIC character set. The layout 
and function of this table is explained at the end 
of th is section. 

2. Key translation control records will be read from 
the control devi ce unti I an end-of-data appears (th is is 
applicable only to the program call mode of operation). 

3. The "start" parameter in the TRAN card indicates the 
beginning location for character substitution. 

4. The characters can consist of any of the valid charac
ters in the Xerox EBCDIC collating sequence. These 
characters wi II replace characters in the translation 
table, beginning with the byte position indicated by 
the TRAN card "start" parameter. 

5. Any characters in the standard table that are not re
placed will be retained in the original EBCDIC col
lating sequence. 

Table 1 is a table of the standard Xerox EBCDIC Collating 
Sequence. (Temporari ly ignore the a lternate characters 
above the characters "blank ", A-Z, and 0-9; these per
tain to an example that is explained below.) When this 
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table is initially stored in memory, "Null" will occupy 
byte 1, "blank" will occupy byte 65, "A" will occupy 
byte 194, etc • 

It is important to understand that the purpose of the tab Ie is 
not to provide Sort with a set of EBCDIC codes, but rather 
to indicate the relative position (i .e., rank) of each char
acter in the sorting sequence. Initially, therefore, the let
ters A-Z (X'C1' - X'C9', X'D1' - X'D9', and X'E2' - X'E9') I 
are lower in sequence value than the numerals 0-9 (X' FO' -
X'F9') • 

The sequence value of any character (characterx) can be 
changed by replacing it with charactery' the character 
whose sequence value characterx is to assume in the modi
fied EBCDIC collating sequence. For example, to reorder 
the standard EBCDIC collating sequence so that the letters 
A-I would sort after the letters J-Z and the numbers 0-9, 
the user would enter new sequence (character) values into 
the positions originally occupied by these characters in the 
EBCDIC table. The new value that would be entered for 
each character in this example is shown above the character 
in Table 1. The table shows that card code 12-0 is to have 
the sequence value formerly associated with numeral 0, the 
letter A to have the sequence va lue formerly associated with 
numeral 1, the letter B the numeral 2, and so on. 

The format for the TRAN card required to accomplish this 
transformation wou Id appear as shown in Example 1. 

The translation table is a byte table. It is entered by the 
Sort processor, using the EBCDIC code of a character as an 
index. In an unmodified table, the indexed byte contains its 
own index. For example, capital letter C, with an EBCDIC 
code of X 'C3', is the C3th entry in the standard collating 
sequence; the C3th byte of the table contains X'C3'. 

To modify the collating sequence, by using the TRAN option 
on the • KEYS card and using the • TRAN card, the user 
should insert a new index, or sequential collating position, 
into the translation table's byte for the affected character. 
For example, if the user wanted the letter C to collate after 
a blank (X'40'), but before any other of the special alpha
betic or numeric characters (X'4A' through X'F9'), he could 
use the following. TRAN card: 

• TRAN (196, 1, 12) 
o 
9 
1 

where 

196 is the byte location (decimal) for the letter C 

12 
o 
9 
1 

(X 'C3'). 

is the number of bytes to be altered. 

(multipunch) is the card code for EBCDIC X '41'. 
This supplies a new collating sequence for the 
Jetter C, just following the blank (X'40'). 



Hex. 
Byte Value 
I---

1 0 
f--

17 1 
f--

33 2 
f--

49 3 
f--

65 4 
f--- .0-

81 
'0: 

5 0 
I----

+-

97 c 6 0 

I---
U 

4-

113 :~ 7 
f-- VI 

129 
.0- 8 
~ I----

145 9 
f--

161 A 
f---

177 B 
I---

193 C 
f---

209 D 
I---

225 E 
f----

241 F 

Example 1. TRAN Card 

Table 1. EBCDIC Collating Sequences 

Least Significant Digit 

() 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B 

NIJII HT EOM 

NL 

ds ss fs si 

11-0 

blOink i 
i3. ! $ 

- / , 

: # 

a b c d E~ f g h i 

i k I m n 0 p q r 

5 t u v w x y z 

J K L M N 0 P Q R 
(12--0) A B C D E F G H I 

s T U V W x y z 0 
( 11--0) 

J K L M N 0 P Q R 
I 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 

0-8--2) S T U V W X y Z 
12- 0 A B C 0 E F G H I 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

5 I . (241, 10, ABCDEFGHI) 

4 I . (209, 10, STUVWXYZO), (225, 10, 123456789),; 

3 I . (123,6, :#@I=II), (193, 10, JKLMNOPQR),; 

2 I . (91,6, !$*);,), (97,2, -/)/ (108,5" %->7),; 

. TRAN (65, 1, ), (75,6,1. «+1), (81, 1, &),; 

~ 

C D E F 

< ( + I 

* ) i -, 

% - > 7 

@ I = " 

I CD 
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The most common requirement for use of the TRAN option 
is to sort numbers before the alphabetic characters. If there 
is no requirement to consider the brackets, braces, or back
slash characters (X'Bl through X'B5') as being among the 
key sort characters, then the. TRAN card could appear as 
shown in Example 2. 

If the. TRAN card is to be prepared from a terminal, the 
multipunches in Example 2 cause problems. Also, the equal 
collating level of brackets, braces, and numbers may not be 
acceptable. If either situation exists, a lengthier method 
may be used as follows: 

.TRAN (194,9,Kl.HNOPQRS),(210,9,TllVHXYZO]),; 

(~27 ,8,214,)6789), (241, 10,ABCDEFGHIJ) 

The resulting collating sequence will be: 

• Unchanged for EBCDIC codes X'OO' through X'BF'. 

• The numbers 0-9. 

• Alphabetic characters capital A through Z. 

OPERATING IN A PROGRAM CALL MODE 

Any program may callout and execute Sort one or more 
times during a given job step. The calling program 

must perform the following tasks each time Sort is to be 
executed: 

1. A page of common dynamic memory must be acquired 
by executing the procedure M:GCP 1. t 

2. Sorting specifications must be set up in the first 
240 bytes of the common memory. The format of the 
specifications can be determined by chaining together 
the three 80-byte job specification records shown 
later in this chapter in Figure 1. 

3. The calling program may describe the characteristics of 
the input file by moving the input DCB into the com
mon area immediately following the sorting specifica
tions. If the input DCB is present in the common page, 
the output DCB must also be given. 

Note: The user's DCB can be modified at run time by 
an ASSIGN control card. 

4. The calling program may describe the characteristics 
of the output file by moving the output DCB into the 
common memory area immediately following the in
put DCB. 

t 

Note: The user's DCB also can be modified at run 
time by an ASSIG N control card. 

See the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manua I, 90 09 54, or the 
CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, as appropriate. 

Example 2. TRAN Card used to Sort Numbers before Alphabetic Characters 

!, -i. ; ::;'1 • 1 (i ~ lIt;iffHU'fltiflfl:· 
I I I 1111111111 

I I 1111111111I 
rl~G~gDU10I01111111111110~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOgCOOOODooooonOOG0nOOOOOoOO~ooOOOaOODOOO 
1 ; , ~ J ~ ~ ~ W Ii 12 IJ q ') :6 II " 19 lU 2' 22 7314 lJ ,'& :1 18 l' ::0 3: ;' 1) ;4 ~~ Ji II )1 jJ '0 41 .1 41 u 4~ &6 41 .. ,~ ~Q ~I )/ H)4 ~, j~ JI 'I ~, E~ 6' ~~ 61 U &:.. &6 &1 ~~ £9 10 ;1 I~ ~~ r~ ;~ I~ II 18 "'0 

1 1 111 1 1 1 11111 1111 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Ii 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 111 1 

7 2 ~ ': ? 2 7 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ? 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 7. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

II 3 3 ~ 3 3 i ? 31 3 31 J J 31 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 j 3 j 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 :1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

4 ~l 4 4 4 4 ~ 11 4 11 1 4 4 4 414 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 H 4 4 4 ., 4 .Jl ,I ~ 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 44 4 

5 J 5 51515 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 5 S 5 51 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 J 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ~i 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

666666 & 6 666666666665166666566666666666666 C 6 6 ~ 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 G 0 5 5 6 G 6 666666666666 S 6 6 6 6 S 6 6 6 

/777777777777777777771777777777777777777777/ /77; 1 i 7 7 7 777777777777777777777777777 

I G 8 8 8 al8 8 818 a 11888888 81al8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 888888888 d 888 e 6 8 8 8 3 8 8 8 8 a 888888888888888888888 

991999999999999999999991999999999999999 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 S 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
I 2 j ~ ~ t J , 9 !~ 111.' ;] ,. I) Ig II 1119;0 2i 12 II H n?i 11 71 ) JO]' l?:, ~t ~l ~G :Ili J9 ~e ~I ~I 'J U ',1.541" 49 ~O)I ~2 ~l:~:J ~6)1 ~s ~ ~o ~I 61 63 ~~ ~.' ~& 61 68 5~ 10 11 :211'. J) i6:1 111910 
GLC'BE N '\. 1 ST..\N;·AliD rORi.' ~l'.)c-l 

t Note that these represent numeric multipunch codes for X'BO' through X'B9'. 
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5. If the input fHe has a user label, the calling program 
must open the fi Ie, read the label, and verify it be"7 
fore calling Sort if the user wishes his header labels to 
be verified t . If the user does not wish to verify the 
header labels, the sorting specification must indicate 
a user-labeled fi Ie. The Sort program wi II read and 
bypass all input header labels. Trai ler labels are not 
processed and should not be indicated in the sorting 
specificatiom. 

6. If the output fi Ie has a user label, generate the label 
in the common memory area immediately following the 
output DCB. The first byte of the label information 
must contain the number of label characters that fol
low. This byte is not written on the output fi Ie. A 
binary nonzero byte following the output DCB indicates 
an output fi Ie header. If this option is to be used, 
both the input and the output DCBs must be specified 
in the common memory area. 

Note: The Sort specification indicating a user-labeled 
fi Ie does not apply to the output. 

7. If the output file does not hClve a user label, place a 
binary zero in the first byte of common memory imme
diately following the output DCB. 

8. The input and output files must be in a closed condition 
so that they may be accessed by Sort. t 

9. Load the following registers: 

Register 6 contains the starting word address of common 
memory. 

Register 7 contoins the starting word address of the in
put DCB in common memory. If no DCBs are contained 
in common memory, then register 7 must contain zero. 

Note: Both DCBs must be specified if register 7 is not 
zero. In addition, if register 7 is set to zero, 
it is not possible to pass an output user label to 
the Sort. 

10. Execute an M: LINK procedure to Sort. This procedure 
causes the caHed program to commence operation. 
The following parameters are specified: 

a. Load modlJ Ie name::: SORT. 

b. Account number::: :SYS. 

Note: The password is not u~;ed. 

The above procedure results in a c:heckpointbeing performed 
on the calling program and initiation of the Sort program. 
The sorting specifi cations in the fi rst 240 bytes of the com
mon memory wi II be moved into the area normally fj lied 

t See the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manua I, 90 09 54, or the 
CP-V /BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, as appropriate. 

by the Sort specification records used in the batch sorting 
procedure. The input and output DCB images in the common 
memory will be analyzed for file characteristics. Modifi
cation of F:SORTIN and F:SORTOUT wi II occur as if 
ASSIGN control commands had been processed as defined 
in Chapter 2. At the completion of Sort, control wi II be 
returned to the calling module at the location immediately 
following the M:LINKt procedure. 

At the time of reentry, the files specified in the input and 
output DCBs wi II be closed. The common dynami c memory 
(one page) will be released by SORT via M:FCP. t Table 2 
indicates register status. 

Table 2. Register Status 

Register Status 

1-5 Unchanged 
----------

6 Completion Codes 
r----

Code Explanation 
--

0 Sort successfully completed 
--- --

1 Sort error - in and out record count 
out of ba lance 

--
2 Sort aborted - i nput/ output error 

----

3 Sort aborted - specification error 

4 Sort aborted - registers give reason 
1------ ------------------------

5 Sort aborted - memory overflow 
- ------------

6 Sort aborted - illegal own-code 
action request. 

--~-.'-'--- -- "--- ------------------

7 Not used 
-~-------~-- ----_ .. _--- -- ---------

8 Sort aborted - illegal decimal key 
t----- --

9 Sort error - sequence error in output 
fi Ie 

7 Number of records in the sorted file (hexa-
decimal value) 

- --

8-9 For monitor use 

10-15 Unchanged 

If the completion code indicates an unsuccessful Sort, the 
calling program can either abort or enter an error procedure 
associated with the Sort call. No reentry into Sort at the 
point of error detection is possible. 

Figure 1 shows the structure of the fi rst 240 bytes ofthe com
mon page in memory. The following paragraphs describe the 
contents of the common memory control fields. 
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Byte 10 20 31 

I I I 
B B 

D I 
R 

Y Y 

f T 

f f sll."'. I •• ,.,' I Input Output 
e 8 Seq. m 

Blocking Block ing a U Maximum File 
C 

~l 
Fo! WOl d Space 

t Length ~ H Size File Factor Factor e F v B h 

L i 
d a I e 

0 k 
i ! ~ 

Key 1 

Bvte 32 40 50 60 

I 
I 

! 
No. No. 

Output 0 Pages of a T ' c 

Logic f Core Sort f y Sf 01 till9 "cy 
Rt!'S('IVl,d Rc'scrvcJ I Record D is to K P Byle I enql11 

Length C Request e e I 

I 
~ 

y I 
s 

i 

n 

Key 2 Key 3 Key 4 
Byte 61 70 80 90 

I i I 
T 

I ' 
T 

T T r T 
r 

a ,) 

y Siol !inq ""y 
y 

StOitinQ Key y 51(11 I in~l Kl')' , 
p P s p 
e Kyle Longtl, 

I ! 
e Byl" Length ,; e Ryte l cn~lth 

I 

1 

I 

t t 

~ 
; 

i 
J 

I' 
Key 5 

I 
Key II 

I 
Key 7 

I 
Byte 91 100 110 120 

Slotting 

I 

f,ey StOI ting Key Stortin9 f,,') 

I 

Byte Length Byte Lenglh Byle l en~lth 

I 

I I i 

Key 8 
I 

Key 9 
I 

Key 10 
I I 

Byte 121 130 140 150 

; I Stortina Key Starting K,'y Stortj·\~ key 

: I 
By 1<' Length Byt" Length Byte Length 

I 
I 

I 
Key 11 

I 
Key 12 

I 
Key 13 

I 
Byte 151 160 170 ISO 

I 
11 

T I T 
r r 
a a 

T 
niT 

n T n 
y Starting Key s y Stolting Key s 

y Stwting Key s 

p Byle 

I 

Length 

II: 
Byte Length ~ p Byte Length ~ 

e t e I r 

g 
I g 

Key 14 Key 15 Key 16 

Byte 190 200 210 

II T 

; I 
! T 

r 

;;;,'h I 

r 

T 
a a 

niT n n 
y StOI t in~J Key S'y Stat ling Key S Starting S 

~ I 
Byt" Length ~ I p Byte Length ~ 

:1 
Byte ~ 

* I e 

t t 

I 
~ g 

Byte 211 
I 

220 
I 

230 
I 

I 
Input DCB 

Figure 1. Common Memory Sort Specifi cations Area 
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Byte 1: Input file structure (re'quired) 

A means ANSI-formatted file. 

M means monitor-formatted fi Ie. 

U means user-formatted me with optional single-block 
header labels. 

F means user-formatted file with multiple-block header 
labels. 

~ytes 2-5: Logical record length (required) 

xxxx specifies the four-digit logical record length in 
bytes. 

For variable-length records, this is the maximum rec
ord length. 

Bytes 6-8: Input blocking fador. Required for user
----Tormatted fi les that are blocked, or for ANS blocked 

(F FORMAT) where the BLiK L field is not provided on 
the !ASSIG N card for F:SORTIN. 

xxx specifies the three-digit number of logical records 
per input block. 

Note: Logical record length multiplied by the input 
blocking factor defines the size of the input 
buffer. 

Bytes 9-11: Output blocking factor. Required for user
formatted fi les that are blocked, or for ANS blocked 
(F FORMAT) where the BLI( L field is not provided on 
the ! ASS IG N card for F :SORTOUT • 

xxx specifies the three-digit number of logical records 
per output block. 

bJote: When the number of logical records in the last 
block is less than the blocking factor specified, 
a "short block" is written. No provision is 
made for padding a short final block. 

~yte 12: Remove option 

R means that the device associated with the intermedi
ate DCB upon which the final output file will be writ
ten is to be freed for use ICIS the output fi Ie device. 
This allows a tape drive to be used during a sort in
stead of ty i ng it up u nti I th e end of the sort. 

Anything else means that an entire tape drive wi II be 
reserved throughout a sort cmd will be used only as the 
output file device. 

Note: This byte applies only when intermediate files 
are on sequential mledia (i .e., magnetic tape 
or nonrandom disk); it will be ignored when in
termE~diate files are on random media (i .e., 
disk or RAD). 

Byte 13: Bypass header labels 

F means skip past the label file to the data file. 
Digits 1 through 9 mean skip over the specified number 
of label records. A blank means there are no header 
labels to be bypassed. Anything else causes an abort. 

Byte 14: TBUF specifies the number of buffers the Sort is to 
use for writing output string records from the tournament. 
The Sort normally uses two buffers when running in a 
stand-alone mode, I inked mode, or co-resident mode. 
For larger sorts, two buffers are recommended. Th is op
tion is val id when only using the Random technique. 
Valid values are 1 or 2. X '40 ' or X'FO ' will default 
to 2; all other values are errors. 

Bytes 15-20: Maximum file size (optional) 

xxxxxx specifies the six-digit maximum number of logi
co I records to be accepted by Sort. If th is parameter 
is zero or blank, the entire file (delimited by a file 
mark) wi II be input to Sort. 

Note: Together with the forward space file parameter, 
this parameter allows the user to sort a fi Ie in 
successive slices. This procedure should be 
used to avoid intermediate fi Ie continuation 
reels or RAD/disk pack overflow when inter
mediate storage is assigned to RAD/disk packs. 
The sorted sli ces can then be merged into an 
output fi Ie. 

Bytes 21-22: Reserved 

Byte 23: Bypass unreadable blocks (optional) 

Blank means abort. 

Zero means bypass a II unreadab Ie record blocks. 

_Note: All unreadable blocks are shown on the user's 
listing log. 

Byte 24: Sequence check output (optional) 

S means sequence check on final output file required. 

Anything else means suppress sequence checking. 

Byte 25: DUMP (optional) 

D means dump Sort overlays in case of an error abort. 
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Bytes 26-31: Forward space fi Ie (optional) 

xxxxxx specifies the six-digit number of data records 
in the input file to be bypassed before sorting begins. 

Note: The indicated number of logical records to be 
bypassed shou Id exclude any user label records. 
This parameter permits the sorting of very large 
tape files in successive "slices", thus allowing 
the user to segment very large files and el imi
nate the need for intermediate tape continuation 
reels with the attendant waste of positioning 
time and the potential error involved in opera
tor intervention (mounting and dismounting in
termediate continuation reels). It wi II also pre
vent the occurrence of RAD/disk pack overflow. 

Bytes 32-35: Reserved 

Bytes 36-39: Output logical record length (optional) 

xxxx specifies the four-digit logical record length in 
bytes that will be used during sorting and that will be 
written as output. This field is necessary if the output 
records are fixed length and the input records are var
iable length. If the output record length is greater 
than the input record length, unpredictable results can 
occur • 

.!"Iote: If not present, input logical record length is 
used. 

Byte 40: Number of intermediate DCBs assigned (optional) 

x specifies the number of intermediate DCBs available 
to Sort; from 3 to 17 DCBs can be specified, expressed 
in hexadecimal form (that is, x can be a value from 
3 to 9 or A to H). If byte 40 is left blank, six DCBs 
are assumed. When using the random sort technique, 
no fewer than six DCBs may be specified. See Chap
ter 4 for examples of its use. 

Bytes 41-43: Number of 512-word pages of memory Sort is 
to request. 

xxx specifies a three-digit number. If not present, all 
of memory wi II be requested. 

Bytes 44-48: Reserved 

Bytes 49-50: Number of Sort keys (requ ired) 

xx specifies the number of Sort key fields (16 maximum). 
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Byte 51: Key 1 data type (required) 

A means alphanumeric (including unsigned zoned 
decimal) • 

B means binary (including normalized floating-point 
numbers) • 

P means packed decimal. 

Z means zoned decimal. (If field is unsigned, specify 
A for a speed advantage.) 

Bytes 52-55: Key 1 starting length (required) 

xxxx specifies the four-digit starting byte location of 
this key, relative to the beginning of the logical rec
ord. The first (leftmost) byte in a record is byte 0001, 
the second is 0002, etc. All keys must start and end 
on byte boundaries. 

Bytes 56-58: Key 1 byte length (required) 

xxx specifies the three-digit length of the key field in 
bytes. 

Byte 59: Direction of Sort on key 1 (assumed to be A unless 
otherwise specified) 

D means descending sequence. 

A (or anything else but D) means ascending sequence. 

Byte 60: Key 1 translation (optiona I) 

T means translate the input key field according to user
supplied character sequence va lues (read in from the 
control device) before sorting (applies only to alpha
numeric and decima I keys). 

A means translate to absolute value before sorting (ap
plies only to binary keys. Signs are ignored. If a field 
has a high-order bit on, and no other bits are on, a 
fixed-point overflow will occur. 

Byte 61: Key 2 data type (optiona I) 

See key 1 definition, byte 51. 

(repeat as required through key 16). 

The Sort specification can terminate at byte 60; or if there 
are more keys, they can terminate at byte 2'10. Followi ng 
the last key field, the user should specify input DCB, out
put DCB, user output header, label, and user output trailer 
label, if applicable, in that order. User header and trai ler 
labels are always preceded by a byte that gives the length 
of the label; this byte is not written out. 



SORT EXECUTION MESSAGES 

Sort prints the following acc()unting messages on the LL 
device at the conclusion of ea,ch call. The LL device is 
normally default'ed to the line printer but can be reassigned 
to null or to some other device if it is undesirable to have 
information printed on the line printer during a job. 

SORT VERSION xOO: rele!ase date 
RANDOM 
SEQUENTIAL 
RECORDS IN TOURNAMENT: 
NUMBER OF MERGE BUFFERS: 
INTERMEDIATE BUFFER SIZE: 
RECORDS INPUT: 
RECORDS OUTPUT: 
RECORDS INSERTED IN: 

RECORDS INSERTED OUT: 
RECORDS DELETED IN: 
RECORDS DELETED OUT: 

If the user does not include any own-code modules, the last 
four accounting messages will not be printed. These mes
sages are described in detai I in Chapter 5. 

ON-LINE SORT 

The Sort processor may be called by on-line (terminal) users 
under the CP-V operating system. For a simple example of 
such usage, see Example A-7 in Appendix A. For more in
formation on general on-line operations, refer to the CP-V 
Time-Sharing User's Guide, 90 16 92. 
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2. SORT FILE CHARACTERISTICS 

The input and output fi les are controlled through the DCBs 
named F :SORTIN and F :SORTOUT. The fi les are prede
fined as: 

1. Consecuti ve 

2. Sequential 

3. In (or out) 

4. Save 

5. Forty error retries 

The following information is required by CP-V or BPM 
fo access the fi les for a speci fi c Sort, and must be sup
plied by the user in ASSIGN control commands: 

1. Keyword DEVICE, FILE, or LABEL, plus NAME. 

2. SN (if applicable toF:SORTlN). A maximum of 12 in
put reel/disk pack serial numbers may be specified. 

The following keyword functions also may be included on 
the ASSIGNs that modify F :SORTIN and F :SORTOUT: 

1. PASS 

2. RE L (to release the input fi Ie) 
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3. READ or WRITE 

4. EXPIRE 

5. SN (if applicable to F:SORTOUT). A maximum of 12 
output reel/disk pack serial numbers may be specified. 

6. TRIES 

7. VOL 

8. BIN, BCD, FBCD, PACK, or UNPACK (as required). 

The BLOCK card input and output specificati on parameters 
(user format) determine whether the Sort will deblock rec
ords received from the monitor or block the record on the 
output side. If input blocking is necessary (ANSI fixed 
length and no BLKL field is given via the !ASSIGN card 
into the DCB for F:SORTIN or F:SORTOUT, or user fixed/ 
variable length, unblocked), then the appropriate entry in 
the BLOCK card must be given. If output blocking is differ
ent from input blocking, then the appropriate entry in the 
block card must be made. In addition, the correct monitor 
options must be given on the ASSIGN cards for F:SORTIN 
and F:SORTOUT. 

A Ithough a monitor-formatted fi Ie may be designated as user
formatted, the reverse is not true. That is, in no case maya 
;)ser-formatted file be designated as monitor-formatted. 



3. SORT SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

The Sort system will configure itself differently, depending 
on how it is called. The basic sequential and random Sort 
techniques consist of a root and four overlays.t The func
tions of this basic unit are described below. 

1. SROOT - the root segment of the program. 

2. 

3. 

SP~ - Reods control cards and branches to the sequen
tial or rondom processor, depending on intermediate 
storage assignments. 

tt . 
SSP or SRP - the root segment of the sequential or 
rondom technique. It remains resident throughout the 
Sort operaj-ion. The following are contained in this 
segment: 

a. Common Control Information - Data that is used 
by all phases of the program to control the sorting 
process. 

b. Linkage Routines - Program instructions to call in 
the successive modules of the Sort, and to exit aj
the end of processing. 

c. Servicle Routines - Program instructions to perform 
logical I/O, to move records, and to compare key 
fields. 

4. SSPO or SRPO
tt 

- overlay one of the program. This seg
ment is callied by a linkage routine to locate, check, 
and encode the sort specifications. It also allocates 
memory working areas and string blocking factors for 
use in subsequent phases. 

5. SSP1 or SRPl
tt 

- overlay two of the program. This seg·· 
ment initially loads core with data in the sequential 
sort. For both random and sequential sorts, tourna
ment tables are created along with the generation of 
the key comparison routinHs. 

6. SSP2 or SRP2
tt 

- overlay three of the program. This 
segment performs an i nterna I sort usi ng the replacement
selection tournament technique and writes ordered 

t Remember that the sequential Sort processor is used when 
intermediate work fi lesare exclusively on sequential storage 
media (i. e., ma~Jnetic tape or nonrandom disk), and the 
random Sort processor is used when the storage media is 
exclusively rondom (i. e., random disk and RAD). 

ttThe second letter of each name designates which processor 
is used - S refers to a sequential sort, and R refers to a ran
dom sort. Thus, for example, S~;P references a sequential 
sort, and SRP references a random sort. 

7. 

strings of records onto intermediate files, distributing 
the strings as necessary for a polyphase merge. In the 
random sort a merge is performed after every n - 1 
strings have been distributed, where n is the number 
of work fi les assigned. 

tt 
SSP3 or SRP3 - overlay four of the program. In the 
sequential sort, this segment reads records from each 
fi Ie in the set of intermediate fi les and merges the or
dered strings of records to produce a si ngle ordered 
fi Ie after successive merge phases. In the rondom sort, 
only the final n-way merge is performed by this segment. 

When Sort is to operate in a stand-alone environment or is 
linked to by another program (for example, a COBOL sort 
with USING/GIVING), a set of additional moo ules exists. 
These modules, POl, Pll, P3l, contain all of the external 
input/output functions for the sort. There is also a pre
processor that reads the sort parameter cards and determines 
whi ch Sort processor to ca II. It determi nes thi s by exami n
ing the contents of the intermedi ate work fi Ie DCBs; that 
is, are they assigned to tape or disk? If Sort is being 
Ii nked to, the preprocessor does not read contro I parameters 
but merely determines by DCB analysis which Sort processor 
should be called. 

A diagram of the structure of the Sort system is shown in 
Figure 2. 

As mentioned previously, the COBOL user has the option 
of using the Sort processor ina stand-a lone envi ronment 
or in a co-resident environment. In the stand-alone en
vironment, the COBOL object program is swapped in and 
out of memory as necessary and Sort is swapped in and 
out as necessary. In the co-resident en vi ronment, Sort 
resides in memory along with COBOL, thus eliminating 
the need for Sort to be swapped in and out. The co
resident Sort receives input records from CaBO Land 
passes sorted output records back to CaBO L, and this 
can save the user up to 75 percent of the Sort input/ 
output time. To use Sort in a co-resident environment, 
the user must do the following: 

1. Include SRTx as one of the options in the COBOL pro
cessor control command, where x is S or R indicating 
the sequential or random Sort is to be used (see COBOL 
operations manual). 

2. Specify the names of the Sort processor modules at load 
time (via the LOAD and TREE commands), so that the 
COBOLobjectcodeandtheSortprocessor will be loaded 
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together to form one load module. Itls up to the user 
to make sure that he gets the desired sort loaded prop
erly; that is, he must specify whether the random sort 
or the sequential sort is to be loaded. 

3. Assign intermediate fi les to random storage if the ran
dom sort has been called. The assignment technique 
is the same as for the stand-alone sort. 

SPRE 

SSP 

I SROOT S:DCBl 
I 

SRP 

SAMPLE LOADS 

The structure of the sort program must be transmitted to the 
monitor via the monitor control commands OVERLAY (or 
LOAD) and TREE. Examples of the OVERLAY and TREE 
commands for a stand-alone sort (with the structure of Fig
ure 2) are shown in Example 3. More examples of these com
mands are shown in Appendix A. For examples of loading a 
co-resident sort, see the Xerox ANS COBOL (for BPM/ 
CP-V)/OPS Reference Iv\anual, 90 1501. 

SSPO SSPOl I 

SSPl SSPll 
I 

SSP2 

SSP3 SSP31 
I 

SRPO I SRPOl 
-' 

SRPl SRPll 
I 

SRP2 . 

SRP3 SRP31 

Note: Co-Resident Sort: S:DCB1, SSP, SSPO, SSP1, SSP2, SSP3, SRP, SRPO, SRP1, SRP2, SRP3 

Stand-Alone Sort called by ! SORT or linked to by another program: All modules. 

Figure 2. Sort System Structure 
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Example 3. OVERLAY and TREE Cards 

SRP1-SRP11 ,SRP2,SRP3-SRP31)) 

SSP1-SSPll ,SSP2,SSP3-SSP31 ),SRP-(SRPO-SRPO 1, ; 

7 !TREE SROOT-S:DCB1-(SPRE,SSP-(SSPO-SSP01,; 

6 ! (MAP),(PERM),(LMN,SORT), (BREF),(S L,F) 

! (SRPll),(SRP2),(SRP3),(SRP31),; 

4 I (SRP),(SRPO),(SRP01),(SRP1),; 

3 ! (SSPll ),(SSP2),(SSP3),(SSP3l),(S:DCB 1), ; 

2 ! (SSP),(SSPO),(SSP01),(SSP1),; 

! OVERLAY (EF,(SPRE),(SROOT), i 

Note: In this example it is assumed that all sort modules are in the same account under which the job 
is running. Hence, no account qualification is needed for each sort module. If the job were 
running under a user account and the sort modules were in another account (say, SYSGEN), 
then the sort modules in these two examples would have to be qual ified. For example, (SSP) 
would become (SSP, :SYSGEN)i (SSPO) would become (SSPO, :SYSGEN)i and so on. 
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4. SORT USE OF INTERMEDIATE STORAGE 

SEQUENTIAL SORTS 

The sequential Sort processor is used when intermediate 
fi les are on magnetic tape, nonrandom disk, or both. This 
processor can use up to 17 DCBs to control its interme
diate files. These DCBs default to public storage but they 
may be assigned to any appropriate input/output device via 
an ASSIGN control command. t The DCBs are designated 
F:SCRF1 through F:SCRF17. 

The Sort attempts to write through F :SCRF2 fi rst, then 
through F :SCRF3, and so on through F :SCRF 17. F :SCRF 1 
is written after F:SCRF17. F:SCRF1 is the first output DCB 
used during the merge phase of the sort (i.e., Phase III). If 
the userwants to perform a sort, he should include ASSIGN 
control commands in his job, assigning the first n DCBs to 
tapes (where n can be an integer in the range from 3 to 17). 
In addition, he should supply the number, n, in the DCBS 
parameter of the Sort LIMIT control card (if he is using the 
job mode of operati on) or in byte 40 of the common page 
(if he is using the program call mode of operation) - see 
Chapter 1. Sort wi II now use on Iy the fi rst n DC Bs for its 
intermediate files. F:SCRF1 will be needed for the output 
fi Ie or F:SCRFn if a premature final pass is necessary (where 
n is either the DCBS value of the Sort LIMIT control card 
or the value in byte 40 of the common page). F:SCRFn will 
be used for the input fi Ie. 

When the user assigns the intermediate fi les to magnetic 
tape, the fi Ie shou Id a Iways be assigned as a D EYIC E, 
never as a LABEL. 

By assigning all of the DCBs to specific devices and by not 
supplying the number-of-DCBs parameter in the Sort LIMIT 
contro I card or in byte 40 of the common page, the user 
wi II cause the Sort to ask the monitor for devi ces unti I the 
monitor replies that no more devices are avai lable. When 
this reply is received, Sort adjusts its control tables to re
fl ect the actua I number of devi ces avai lable. The user 
should note that when he is operating in this mode, Sort 
wi II reserve a II avai lab Ie devi ces (up to 17) so that no de
vi ce wi II be avai lable to another job. 

Note: If no DCBS parameter is given in the Sort LIMIT card 
--- or if column 40 of the common page is blank, Sort 

wi II defau It to six intermediate DCBs. 

If the sequenti a I Sort processor is used wi th disks sequenti ally, 
a significant amount of storage space must be provided. 

The sequenti al Sort processor wi II operate usi ng continua
tion intermediate reels. This sorting procedure is cumber
some because of the operator intervention required, and it 
should be avoided. File slicing, using theFILEcard (SKIP 
and SORT parameters), is recommended for these c'.Jses. 

t 
See the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 900954, or the 

CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, as appropriate. 
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An example is shown in Appendix A of the use of the se
quential Sort processor, with three intermediate DCB files 
to magneti c tape. 

RANDOM SORTS 

The random Sort processor is used when intermediate fi les are 
on random disk, RAD, or both. This processor can also use 
up to 17 DCBs to control its intermediate fi les. In any 
event, a random sort must have at least six DCBs for its op
eration. This number provides nominal and acceptable sort
ing efficiency for the criss-cross (oscillating) sorting and 
merging technique. 

Intermediate DCB assignments are made using the ASSIGN 
control command. The DCBs have the fixed identification 
F:SCRF1 through F:SCRF17. In addition, for a sort run the 
user should include either the DCBS parameter of the Sort 
LIMIT control card or byte 40 of the common page. 

Note: If no DCBS parameter is given in the Sort LIMIT 
card or if column 40 of the common page is blank, 
Sort wi" defau It to six intermediate DCBs. 

The criss-cross (osci Ilating) technique used by the random 
Sort processor does not allow any of the intermediate files 
to be freed for the final sort output as is possible with the 
sequent ia I Sort processor. 

Random sort is sensitive to improvements in execution con
figuration. Efficiency of the sort increases with the number 
of devices avai lable. Separate channels for the disk packs 
are desirable. Assigning more than the basic six DCBs pro
vides no real performance benefit unless the additional 
DCBs can be assigned to other devi ces. 

The random Sort processor uses the random-access fi Ie 
capabilities provided by CP-V and BPM for accessing its 
intermediate work files. The total file space required by 
the user for intermediate sort work fi les must be 1 .3 times 
the input file. The space for each intermediate work file 
is approximated by the following formula: 

1. Convert fi Ie size to granu les. 

2. Multiply by 1.3. 

3. Divide by the number of intermediate DCBs. 

4. Use the resulting number as the RSTORE parameter in 
the ASSIGN command for each DCB. 

5. The user may elect to divide the above va lue by 5 or 10, 
thus causing Sort to do intermediate file extensions an:::! 
increasing Sort's chances of getting contiguous granule 
space. 

This kind of storage is most conveniently provided with pri
vate disk packs specifically allocated for use as sort scratch 
packs. 

An example of the use of the random Sort processor with 
six private scratch packs is shown in Appendix A. 



5. SORT MESSAGES 

The Sort messages printed in Table 3 are printed via the 
M:LL DCB. t Included in this t'abl e are error messages and 

general informati on messages (including the accounti ng 
messages printed at the end of each call to the Sort pro
cessor). Error messages usua IIy cause a job abort, either 
immediately or after all remaining Sort parameters have 
been scanned for errors. The time of job abort is included 
in the description of each error message. 

t 
See the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 90 0954, or the 

CP-V /BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, as appropriate. 

Table 3. Sort Error and Information Messages 

Message 

ANSI DECIMA L OR UNSPECIFIED FORMAT 

BLOCK DROPPED 

Comments 

An ANSI decimal format tape has been assigned to F:sORTIN or 
F:SORTOUT (Sort does not support this type of organizati on), or 
n() format type has been given in an ANSI header or on an 
ASSIGN card. This error condition causes an immediate abort. 

.. -----
An irrecoverable read error has occurred. The DROP parameter 
on the BLOCK card indicates that read errors are to be bypassed; 
or if using the common page method instead of Sort parameter 
ccmtrol cards, byte 23 determines bypassi ng of read errors (see 
Clhapter 1). The first 132 characters of the block will be listed 
unless the error occurs whi Ie reading an intermediate fi Ie, in 
which case the entire block will be printed. Sort will continue. 

---------------.----------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------

BLOCK LENGTH ABNORJv1AL For blocked user-formatted fi les on Iy, a physical b lock has been 
accessed that is shorter than the specified block length (logical 
record length times inputblocking)and is not an integer multiple 
of the logical record length. This error condition causes an im
mediate abort. 

--------------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 

DCBS PARAMETER NOT VALID The specification for number of DCBs is invalid. This means 
that there is an error either in the DCBS parameter of the Sort 
LIMIT card or in byte 40 of the common page (see Chapter 1). 
An abort occurs after all remaining Sort parameters have been 
scanned for errors. 

~ .. ------------------------------------------_r----------------------------------------------------------~ 
DISK SATURATED OR UNABLE TO SWITCH 
TO NEXT VOLUME 

Sort was given an I/o error 42, 56, 01, or 57 by the monitor when 
trying to write an intermediate or output file. The probable 
cause is insufficient RAD storage for intermediate files. Storage 
for at least three times input fi Ie size is needed for intermediate 
files on the sequential sort and approximately 1.3 times the out
put file size for the random sort. This error condition causes an 
immediate abort. 

~.--------------.----------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------.--

FORWARD SP FILE Invalid decimal digit specification has been found either in the 
SKIP parameter of the Sort FILE card or in bytes 26-31 of the 
common page. An abort occurs after all remaining sort param
eters have been scanned for errors. 

----------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------
HDR FIELD t~OT BLANK, F, OR 1-9 Ei ther the HDR parameter ofthe Sort FILE control card or byte 13 

of the common page is invalid (see Chapter 1). This error con
diti on causes an i mmedi ate abort. 

---.----------------------~------------------~----.----------------------------------------------------~ 

I/o ERROR COD E: xx where xx is a code received from the monitor. Sort was given 
an I/O error whi Ie reading or writing. This error condition 
causes an i mmedi ate abort. If the code is 07 or 41, the 
user can elect to bypass these errors by specifying the DROP 
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Message 

i/o ERROR CODE: xx (cont.) 

Table 3. Sort Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

Comments 

parameter in the Sort BLOCK control card or by making the 
appropriate entry in byte 23 of the common page. 

----------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------4 

ILLEGAL DECIMAL KEY An illegal decimal digit has been encountered in a zoned or 
packed decimal key. Th is error condition causes an immediate 
abort. 

---------------------------------------------~------------------------------ -- ------- ----------------------1 

ILLEGAL OWN-CODE ACTION REQUEST The user has returned from S:INUSO or S:OUSO via register 7, 
but byte 0 of register 6 does not contain a valid operation code 
(00,01, or 02). This error condition causes an immediate abort. 

r-------------------------------------------~~------------------------------------------------------4 

IN - OUT Gives, in hexadecimal, the input and output count of records at 
abort time. 

---------- -----------------------------~------------------------------------- ------- ---------------------------l 

IN-OUT COUNT (WITH DELETE) NOT EQUAL Records have been "lost". The output file has been closed and 
saved, and may be used in a subsequent job. This error condi
tion causes an immediate abort. 

-------------------- -----------------------+--------------------------------------------------------1 

IN/OUT BLOCKING An invalid decimal digit has been found in the input or output 
blocking factor specified in the BLOCK card or in bytes 6-8 or 
9-11 of the common page (see Chapter 1). An abort occurs after 
all remaining Sort parameters have been scanned for errors. 

----------------------------------r-------------------------------------------------

INPUT OR OUTPUT FILE ALREADY OPEN Can only occur if the user is performing his own I/o in own
code. This error condition causes an immediate abort. 

-------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------~ 

INPUT RECORD LENGTH An invalid digit has been found in the input record length speci
fied in the Sort REC card or in bytes 2 through 5 of the common 
page (see Chapter 1). An abort occurs after all remaining Sort 
parameters have been scanned for errors. 

~----------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 

INSUFFICIENT INFORMA nON IN INPUT 
OR OUTPUT DCB 

INTERMEDIATE BUFFER SIZE: xxxxxx 

Sort was given an I/o error 01, 02, 03, 08, 09, 14, 30, 44, 46, or 
47 when opening F:SORTIN or F:SORTOUT. Check ASSIGN 
cards or, if Sort is called as a subroutine, check the DCBs in the 
common page. This error condition causes an immediate abort. 

This message indicates the intermediate buffer size, where xxxxxx 
is the size expressed in bytes. It is one of the accounting mes
sages printed at the end of each call to the Sort processor. 

--

r----------------------------------------------- -- -- -------------- --- ---- ------------------------------1 

INVALID CORE SIZE SPEC An inva lid digit has been found in the PAG ES parameter of the 
Sort LIMIT card or in bytes 41-43 of the common page of a 
linked sort. An abort occurs after all remaining Sort param
eters have been scanned. 

~-------------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------

INVALID TBUF VALUE 

KEY xx: ABSVAL 

KEY xx: DATA TYPE 
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Random technique only. The TBUF value in position 14 of the 
common page, or on the. LIMIT card, has an incorrect digit. 
The acceptable values are lor zero (X'FO') or blank or 2. The 
last three characters defau I t to 2. 

Translate to absolute value was specified for key xx, but this 
key is not binary. An abort occurs after all remaining Sort 
parameters have been scanned for errors. 

Key xx data type is not specified as one of the valid types: AN, 
PD, ZD, BN, or BA (or Z, P, A, or B in the common page speci
fications). An abort occurs after all remaining Sort parameters 
have been scanned for errors. 



Table 3. Sort Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

~------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------~ 

Message Comments 
~-------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------~ 

KEY xx: LENGTH The length specification for key xx contains an invalid digit, or 
key xx length plus starting position is greater than the logical 
record length, or key xx length is greater than the maximum 
a I lowed for that key's data type. An abort occurs after a II 
nemaining Sort parameters have been scanned for errors. 

J----------------.-- ------------------+----------------------------.----------.. -------
KEY xx: START Key xx start specification has an invalid digit, or key xx starts 

outside the record. An abort occurs after all remaining Sort 
parameters have been scanned for errors. 

-----------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------~ 

KEY xx: TRANSLATION ERROR Translation was specified for key xx, which is binary. An abort 
occurs after all remaining Sort parameters have been scanned for 
errors. 

-_._-----------------------------------+------- ---------------_._--------------_._--------

MEMORY OVERFLOW A common page is not avai lable for storage of Sort specifi
c(ltions, or insufficient core storage is available for the INPUT/ 
OUTPUT buffers and four records. This error condition causes an 
immediate abort. 

---. -----------------------------------------1-- .--.---------.-------.---------------.---------.-----.... - ----.- -. -.. --- -- --
NOT 1--16 KEYS The number of key fie Ids exceeds 16. An abort occurs after a" 

relmaining Sort parameters have been scanned for er~ors • 
. __ ._ .. ---------------------- --------------+--------------------------------_ .. _.-----------------

NOT 3--17 DEVICES/FILES AVAILABLE The minimum number of devices or public storage files (depen
d~mt on user assignments) is not available. The minimum number 
is three for a sequential sort, or six for a random sort. This error 
condition causes an immediate abort. 

----_._-----------------------------------+- -------_._-----_._-- -------_ ... _--------

NUMBER OF FILE EXTENTS FOR DCB 
tt,bb'b'b1:>tJ:tJOf1)tJt,-h'b'btJ'bGRANULES EACH 

This is an accounting message that tells the random Sort user that 
Sort has opened up to 20 temporary scratch fi les for each speci
fied DCB. This is because the RSTORE value as originally re
quested was too low to complete the job. 

---------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------~ 

NUMBER Of KEYS INVAL.ID An invalid digit has been found in bytes 49-50 of the common 
page in a linked sort. This error condition causes an immediate 
abort. 

-----------------------------------------r---------------------------------------------~ 

NUMBER OF MERGE BUFFERS: xxxx This message indicates the number of buffers involved in a 
merge. It is one of the accounting messages printed at the end 
of each call to the Sort processor. 

~-------------------------------------r_--.-----------------------------------------.----------

OPERA TOR ERRORED OR ABORTED JOB The Sort has been intentionally aborted via the control device. 
~-----------.------------------~~--------+-----------------

OUTPUT RECORD LENGTH An invalid digit has been specified as the output record length 
in the Sort REC card or in bytes 36-39 of the common page (see 
Chapter 1). An abort occurs after all remaining Sort parameters 
have been scanned for errors • 

........ ----_.-------_.----------------------+---_._----._.---------_._---------_._-----------

PARAMETER VALUE LESS THAN THE LEGAL 
MINIMUM VALUE 

One of the following parameters is less than 1 (probably blank) 
when a value is requ ired. 

Logical record length (specified in the Sort REC card or in 
bytes 2-5 of the common page - see Chapter 1). 

Any key starting position or key length (specified in the 
Sort KEYS card or in bytes 52-58, 62-68, etc., of the 
common page - see Chapter 1). 

An abort occurs after all remaining Sort parameters have been 
sccmned for errors. 
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Table 3. Sort Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

Messuge 

RANDOM 

Comments 

This message indicates that the random Sort processor has been 
ca lied. (In other words, intermediate fi les are stored on disk or 
RAD.) It is one of the accounting messages at the end of each 
ca II to the random Sort processor. 

---------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------,------------~ 

RECORD LENGTH ABNORMAL 

RECORDS DELETED IN: xxxxxx 

RECORDS DELETED OUT: xxxxxx 

A record has been read that is shorter than the highest key posi
tion. Register 8 has length of record read. This error condition 
causes an immediate abort. 

This is an accounting message that indicates the number of input 
records deleted via user own-code. For examp Ie, suppose there 
is a total of 10,000 records in an input file. If the user deletes 
1000 of these via user own-code, the following two messages 
will appear in the accounting messages printed at the end of each 
ca II to the Sort processor: 

RECORDS INPUT: 9000 
RECORDS DELETED IN: 1000 

This is an accounting message that indicates the number of output 
records deleted via user own-code (that is, the number Qf records 
that made it through the intermediate sort but were deleted be
fore being placed in the output fi Ie). For example, suppose 
300 records made it through the intermediate sort. If the u,ser 
deletes 20 of these via user own-code, the following messages 
will appear in the accounting messages printed at the end of 
each call to the Sort processor: 

RECORDS OUTPUT: 280 
RECORDS DELETED OUT: 20 

r----------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------4 
RECORDS IN TOURNAMENT: xxxxxx This message indicates the number of logica I records involved in 

the internal sort. It is one of the accounting messages printed 
a t the end of each ca II to the Sort processor. 

r-----------------,-------------------------------~-,-------------------------------------------------------,------~ 

RECORDS INPUT: xxxxxx This message indicates the number of logical records input to 
the sort. (The number does not include records in the input file 
that may have been deleted via user own-code - see RECORDS 
DELETED IN:, above.) This is one of the accountin!~ messages 
printed at the end of each call to the Sort processor. 

r-------------------------------------------~~-------------------------------------------------------,------~ 

RECORDS INSERTED IN: This is an accounting message that indicates the number of input 
records inserted via user own-code. For example, suppose there 
is a total of 10,000 records in an input fi Ie. If the user inserts 
via own-code 934 records, the following two messages will ap
pear in the accounting messages printed at the end of each call 
to the Sort processor: 

RECORDS INPUT: 
RECORDS INSERTED IN: 

10934 
934 

r---.. -----------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------; 

RECORDS INSERTED OUT: 
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This is an accounting message that indicates the number of out
put records inserted via user own-code. That is, the number of 
records that made it through the intermediate Sort phase and 
were placed in the output file along with inserts. For example, 
suppose 300 records made it through the intermediate Sort. If 
the user inserts 20 more records via S:OUSO own-code, the 



Table 3. Sort Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

Message 

RECORDS INSERTED OUT: (cont.) 

RECORDS OUTPUT: XXXX):x 

Comments 

following messages wil/ appear in the accounting messages printed 
at the end of each ca II to the Sort processor: 

RECORDS OUTPUT: 320 
RECORDS INSERTED OUT: 20 

Tlhis message indicates the number of logical records output, and 
is one of the accounting messages printed at the end of each call 
to the Sort processor. (The count in this message does not nec
e!;sarily reflect the number of logical records that went through 
the intermediate sort. To find this number, add the values in 
the two accounting messages RECORDS OUTPUT and RECORDS 
DELETED OUT.) 

---------------------------------------l------------------------------------------------
REG 9 DEFINES LIMIT Some user limit was exceeded wh ile running the Sort job. In 

Rt~gister 9 will be found a bit configuration that defines the type 
of limit exceeded. The bit configuration is described in the 
CP-V Batch Processing Reference Manual, Publication 90 1764, 
under the M:XCON description. 

---------------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------

RSTORE VALUE TOO SWILL FOR I/O A user-supplied RSTORE value for an intermediate DCB used by 
the RANDOM processor was smaller than that required for a 
write operation. This causes an immediate abort. Either in
crease RSTORE or reduce the number of intermediate DCBs. 

~-------------------------------------~------------------------------------------

SEQUENCE ERROR IN OUTPUT FILE The user has caused a sequence error in his output own-code. 
This error condition causes an immediate abort. 

~---------------------------------------4-------------------------------------------------

SEQUENTIAL This message indicates that the sequential Sort processor has 
been ca"ed. (In other words, intermediate files are stored on 
m<lgnetic tape or sequentia Ily on disk.) It is one of the account
ing messages printed at the end of each call to the sequential 
Sort processor. 

'--------------------- -----------+------------------------------------------1 
SLICE SIZE An invalid digit has been encountered in the Sort parameter of 

the Sort FILE card or in bytes 15-20 of the common page. An 
abort occurs after all remaining Sort parameters have been 
scanned for errors. 

----------------------------------+---------------------------------

SORT VERSION xxx: mm-dld-yy This message indicates the current version of Sort and its release 
date, where xxx represents the version and mm-dd-yy represents 
tht~ release date. For example, 

SORT VERSION FOO: 04-15-75 

means that the current version of Sort is FOO and that the re lease 
date is April 15, 1975. This is one of the accounting messages 
printed at the end of each ca 1/ to the Sort processor. 

----------------------------------------+------------------------------------------1 
SPECIFICA TlON ERROR This error message is always printed in combination with one or 

more other error messages. It indicates that one or more speci
fication errors have been detected, as indicated by the messages 
thclt precede if'. 

------------------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------1 

STRING LABEL ERROR This message is caused by hardware or tape drive problems. It 
causes an immediate abort. 

------------------------------------------~------------.-------------------------------------------~ 
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Table 3. Sort Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

Message Comments 

TRANSLATION TABLE LOCATION ERROR The start parameter on the Sort TRAN card contains a value 
greater than 256, or the number of characters in the TRAN card 
will extend past position 256 in the translation table. Either of 
these error conditions causes an immediate abort. 
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6. MERGE 

INTRODUCTION 

Besides sorting, another basic process in data manipulation 
is the merging of several fi les iniro one fi Ie. The Merge pro
gram provides this capabi I ity for a Xerox 560 or Sigma 5-9 
computer with sufficient memory capacity to provide ad
equate program and working storage (see "Equipment Con
figuration" below). Merge operates under the Control 
Program-Five or Batch ProcessinH Monitor systems. Since 
Merge is device-independent, a mixture of devices and files 
may be used. PCJrameters suppl ied at run time define the 
characteristics of each job. 

FEATURIES 

Major features of the Merge program are summarized as 
follows: 

1. A maximum of eight input fi les of the same format may 
be merged i nl'o one output fi I e of another format. 

2. Fi les can consist of either ANSI-, monitor-, or user
formatted rec.ords, but all input fi les must be of the 
same format. 

3. Fixed-length records in blocked or unblocked format 
can be handled. (In monitor format they are unblocked 
to merge.) Variab Ie-length records may be processed 
in blocked or unblocked ANSI format, and in unblocked 
monitor and user formats. 

4. Merg ing can be accompl ished on multiple key fields, 
in either an ascending or de:scending sequence. 

5. Records contolining from 1 to 16 key fields can be 
merged. 

6. Merging can be performed on the following types of 
key field data: 

a. Alphanumeric 

b. Binary (including normed ized floating-point 
numbers) 

c. Zoned decima I 

d. Packed decimal 

7. User own-code can be inserted at specified points, 
permitting record modification, record deletion, and 
access to user header and tro i ler records. 

8. User-specified character-collating sequence can be 
uti I ized. 

9. Buffered input/output is used (core permitting). 

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION 

Merge is designed to operate efficiently in a minimum hard
ware environment. The minimum configuration consists of a 
system that uses Control Program-Five or the Batch Process
ing Monitor, and additionally provides sufficient core mem
ory to provide approximately 5,000 words of storage for the 
program (exclusive of the resident monitor), peripheral stor
age to handle all files, and additional working storage for 
at least one block from each fi Ie. 

These minimum requirements presume that the entire system's 
resources are dedicated to a single job. Additional compo
nents may be required to carry out other tasks simultaneously. 

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 

The Merge program is carried in the system library as a 
single, unsegmented program. The program is subdivided 
into three routines as described below. 

PH:RES 

PH:RES preserves the registers and branches either to other 
routines or back to the monitor. It also outputs messages to 
the user as required. 

PHASE I 

Phase I acquires various user-supplied parameters (e.g., file 
characteristics, record characteristics, default options, etc.), 
checks them for consistency, and builds control tables for 
use by the following phases. This routine also determines 
the memory requirements for merging, and sets intermediate 
storage buffering factors and working storage va lues for the 
merge routine (Phase II). 

PHASE II 

If no errors were found in the previous routine, Phase II 
performs the merge. One record from each file is read in, 
sequenced, and output, thereby keeping memory require
ments to a minimum and el iminating the need for interme
diate storage. 

OPERATING MODES 

The user can ca" the Merge processor out of the system I i
brary as an independent processor in the batch job mode; he 
does th is via the monitor MERGE control command. The 
user's specifications are then read from the control input de
vice, and processing is initiated as explained below. When 
the Merge contains user own-code subroutines, it exists as 
a customized processor under a user account number. 
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FILE ORGANIZATION 

Fi les that are to be merged cons ist of fixed- or variab le
length logical records, and fall into three major categories: 
ANSI-, monitor-, and user-formatted. ANSI-formatted 
fi les may be fixed or variable length, blocked or unb locked. 
Moni tor-formatted fi Ie records may be of fixed or variable 
length and are unblocked to merge. User-formatted fi les 
may be of fixed length and blocked, or of variable length 
and unblocked. The last physical record in the file may be 
shorter than a full block if the proper multiple of logical 
records is not present. Padding characters added by the 
user to fi II out the last block wi II be treated as data and 
merged accordingly. Input and output fi les may be of a 
different format. Maximum record length must be the same 
fo r a II fi I es . 

If file header labels are used, the user may provide program 
modules to process input and output headers; otherwise the 
labels will be skipped. If own-code modules are available, 
Merge will read the first block or logical record or will 
write the last block or logical record with a file mark if 
necessary. Any other header label input/output including 
positioning is the responsibility of the user. 

The maximum number of records is limited only by the out
put storage facility. Releasing a file on an ASSIGN card 
does not free storage for use by Merge. General charac
teristics of monitor, ANSI, and user-formatted fi les are 
outl ined below. 

ANSI-FORMATTED FILES 

The format and structure of ANSI-formatted fi les conform to 
the American National Standard for Magnetic Tape Infor
mation Interchange, except that the decimal tape format is 
not processed. The Block Header Field is restricted to 
a-byte length for fixed-length format and to a length of 
four bytes for variable-length formats. If a Header 2 label 
(HDR2) is not present, appropriate fi Ie description informa
tion must be suppl ied via monitor ASSIG N cards (see the 
CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764). Only one 80-byte 
user header label (UHL 1) or trailer label (UTL 1) is per
mitted per file volume. If user labels are present, the user 
must provide program instructions for checking input labels 
and creating output labels. 

MONITOR-FORMATTED FILES 

Monitor-formatted files have their packing structure deter
mined by the monitor at the time of generation. The fi Ie 
structure cannot be changed by user specifications. The 
first record in the file contains the monitor label, which in 
turn, contains information such as the fi Ie name, user ac
count number, and logical record blocking factor. If the 
file is on tape, an optional user label (255-byte maximum) 
is also present. The user label wi II be ignored unless the 
user explicitly indicates that "own-code" has been provided 
to process the label and to generate a new label for the 
merged fi Ie • 
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USER-FORMATTED FILES 

User-formatted files have their packing structure explicitly 
controlled by the user. The Merge requires blocking fac
tors from the user in order to provide automatic blocking 
and unblocking of logical records. The ,:irstphysical block in 
the file mayor may not be a user label. A single-block user 
header label may not be larger than 255 bytes. Multiple
block user header labels are one or more blocks that are not 
larger than 255 bytes, ending with a file mark. If a label 
is present, the user must provide program instructions for 
checking the input label and for generating the output 
label. The last data block may be a short block without 
padding characters. The end-of-fi Ie mark may be followed 
by a user tra i ler label. 

If user trai ler labe Is are speci fied, the us~r must make pro
gram modules available in the user library to process input 
and output trai lers. T ra i lers appear at the end of each phys
ical volume. 

MERGE LOAD STRUCTURE 

Included in the Merge program are various secondary refer
ences that must be linked to user own-code when headers, 
trailers, or access to data records are specified. The user 
assembles his program as independent relocatable object 
modules and then bui Ids a new module (with his account 
and new load module name) which appends his program to 
Merge. This results in a unique program for that particular 
merg i ng task. 

The user's program must contain external definitions of entry 
points to be used as follows: 

VVhen Merge Merge Branches 
Specification to User's 
Is Definition of VVhen 

Header Labels MINHED After reading an in-
put user header 

MOUHED Before writing an 
output user header 

Trai ler Labels MINTRL After reading an in-
put user trailer 

MOUTRL Before writing an 
output user trai ler 

Input and/or MINUSO After accessing each 
Output input data record 
Own-Code 

MOUSO Before outputting 
each merged data 
record 



User own-code modules may include their own DCBs and 
input/output functions. Own-code modules with their DCBs 
remain resident during the entire job, with a resulting de
crease in working storage ava'ilable to Merge. A limita
tion exists in the number of open DCBs, depending on the 
user's SYSGEN. t User definit'ions are explained below. 

Merge cannot protect the inte:grityof its input buffer or rec
ord areas during the execution of user own-code instructions. 
The user must take a II precautions necessary to prevent his 
program from modifying areas outside h is jurisdiction. 

INPUT PHASE OWN-CODE 

MINHED This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to Me!rge whenever a user input 
header label is present. The user's program will be entered 
after each input fi Ie header is read by Merge. The startin~1 
location of an input buffer wi II be passed on and the own
code will be responsible for verifying its contents. If 
needed, the user may perform Ihis own read-in of parameters 
(such as a data card) against which the input header can bE~ 
compared. After verification, the user wi II return to Merge 
at a specified I inkage point. If the fi Ie is ANSI- or 
monitor-formatted and MINUSO is specified, a logical rec
ord wi II be acquired and accessed before providing linkage 
to the next header. If user-formatted with MINUSO, the 
next physical block will be recld and access will be given 
to the first record on that block before providing linkage to 
the next header. The user's he'ader is truncated if its length 
exceeds 80 bytes (ANSI format), 255 bytes (monitor format), 
or that of the data block (user format). 

MINTRL This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to Merge when trai ler records fol
lowing each reel of the input fii Ie are present. The user's 
program wi II be entered after each input trai ler is read by 
Merge. 

At the time of entry to MINHEI) and MINTRL, the followin!~ 
conditions exist: 

t 

Register 4 contains the file number in binary (1-8). 

Reg ister 5 conta ins the return address (B *R5). tt 

Reg ister 6 contains the byh~ address of the Merge input 
buffer. 

Input buffer byte 1 contains the length of the input 
header/trai ler. 

Input buffer byte 2 contains the first byte of the 
header /tra i I er record. 

See the BPM/BTM/SM Reference Manual, 90 17 41, or the 
CP-V/SM Reference Manual, 90 16 74, System Generation 
chapter, as appro-priate. 

tt The return is accompl ished by executing a branch to the 
address in the appropriate register. 

MINUSO This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user-module appended to Merge when access to input data 
records is desired. The user's program wi II be entered after 
each input logical record is acquired. The starting location 
of the logical record will be passed on, and the user may 
perform any of the following operations on the data: 

1. Summing, rearranging, coding and decoding, etc. 

2. Record length expansion or reduction. The input logi
cal record length parameter should be set at the ex
panded size. The record length should not be reduced 
to less than the key length. 

After completion of the user's pro-cessing of each logical 
record, the own-code may return to Merge at one of two 
specified linkage points that either enter the record into the 
merging process or return to the input record read pro-cess, 
thus deleting the current logical record. 

At the time of entry to MINUSO, the following conditions 
exist: 

Register 4 contains the fi Ie number in,binary (1-8). 

Register 5 contains the return address to enter the last 
record into the merging process (B *R5).tt 

Reg ister 6 contai ns the byte address of the last record 
read. 

Register 7 contains the return address to delete the last 
record (B *R7). tt 

Register 8 contains the byte length of the record passed 
to the user and must contain the record length on return 
to Merge. This allows the user to change the record 
length within the maximum size specified. 

OUTPUT PHASE OWN-CODE 

MOUHED This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to Merge when a user wishes to pre
pare an output fi Ie header label. The user IS program wi II 
be entered before any data records are written on each phys
ical volume of the output fi Ie. The user may construct his 
header in a work area contained with in MOUHED and return 
to Merge with the byte address of that area. The first byte 
of the area contains the number of bytes in the header, fol
lowed by the header information itself. This first byte is not 
written to the output fi Ie. 

MOUTRL This external definition is assumed to exist in 
a user module appended to Merge when a user wishes to pre
pare output trailer records following each volume of an out
put fi Ie. The user's program wi 1/ be entered at the end of 
each volume. User processing follows the same rules as for 
header labe Is. 
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The following conditions are assumed to ex ist in connection 
with MOUHED and MOUTRL: 

At entry, reg ister 5 contains the return address (8 *RS). t 

At exit, register 6 contains the byte address of a user's 
output buffer (set by user). 

Output buffer byte 1 contains the length of header or 
tJ.:J i ler record. 

Output buffer byte 2 contains the first byte of header 
or tra i ler record. 

MOUSO This external definition is assumed to exist in 
(" user module appended to Merge when access to output 
:::lta records is desired. The user's program wi II be entered 

oefore each logical record is to be disposed of. The start
ing location of the logical record will be passed on, and 
th~ 'Jser may perform summing, rearranging, coding, and 
..Jt:: ..... oding of the data. Record length modification is per
m itted. After completion of the user's processing of each 
logical record, the own-code may return to Merge at one 
('If two specified linkage points that either sends the record 
to the merged file output process, or returns to the merging 
process, thus deleting the current logical record. 

At the time of entry to MOUSO, the following conditions 
wi II exist: 

Register 5 contains the return address to write the cur
rent record in the merged output file (B *R5). t 

Register 6 contains the byte address of the current out
put record. 

Register 7 contains the return address to delete the cur
rent record (B *R7). t 

Register 8 contains the byte length of the record passed 
to the user and must contain the record length on return 
to Merge. Th i s a II ows the use r to ch0nge the record 
length within the ma'", I' 11m <2.e !.~"'(' ;ied as the output 
logical length. 

KEY FIELDS 

rze::ords to be merged may contain from 1 to 16 key fields. 
Key fields must be contained within the fixed portion of a 
record. If keys extend outside the boundary of a variable 
record, the comparison wi II be unpredictable; an error may 

I The return is accompl ished by executing a branch to the 
adJress in the appropriate register. 

'~8 Key Fields/Merge Parameters 

or may not be detected. A key field must be aligned on 
byte boundaries and may contain the following types of 
data: 

Data Type Length of Key Field 

Alphanumeric A maximum of 255 8-bit EBCDIC 
characters. Unsigned, zoned deci-
mal fields should be placed in this 
category for inc reased eHi c i ency 
in the comparison process. 

Binary A max imum of 8 bytes. 

Packed decimal 
tt 

A maximum of 31 decimal digits, 
plus sign, packed into 16 bytes. 

Zoned decimal 
tt 

A maximum of 31 decimal digits, 
plus sign, in EBCDIC form con-
tained in 31 bytes. 

Individual key fields may be merged in ascending or descend
ing sequence. Comparison resul ts are a Igebraic for decima I 
and binary keys, and absolute EBCDIC for alphanumeric 
keys. The collating sequence value of the characters used 
in alphanumeric, packed decimal, or zoned decimal key 
fields may be transformed according to a user-supplied table 
of sequence values before the key fields are merged. If 
character sequence translation is speci fied as a Merge param
eter, the user must supply one or more key translation control 
cards showing the desired sequence changes to the standard 
EBCDIC character set. 

MERGE PARAMETERS 

Use of the Merge program requires submission of parameter 
control cards. The cards contain data necessary to set up 
the Merge process, such as key field definitions, file and 
record structure, and error option selections. Merging pa
rameters are obtained from the last assigned control entry 
device. 

The specific parameter control cards and their formats are 
defined below. These parameter control cards may appear 
in any sequence in the control deck following the MERGE 
command. All but the NOTE parameter control card may 
be used only once in the control deck; the NOTE card may 
be used as many times as required. 

Each parameter control card must start with the following: 

1. A period in column 1. 

2. The name of the parameter control card (e. g., NOTE) 
beginning in column 2. 

3. At least one blank following the name of the card. 

ttTh I h d' I . h' ' . I' e user s system must ave eClma ant metlc capaol Ity 
to handle this type of key field. 



If a parameter control card requires more space than is 
avai lable on a card, it can be continued on one or more 
following cards (permitted onl)1 with the KEYS and TRAN 
control parameters). When a !parameter control card is to 
be continued on another card, the following rules apply: 

1 • Each card that is to be continued on another card must 
be terminated with a semicolon. 

2. Each continuation card must have a period in column 1 
and a blank in column 2. 

REC Th is card specifies record length and whether or 
not record sequence errors in the merged output fi Ie are to 
be ignored. It has the form 

. REC (input,output,NSEQ) 

where 

input specifies the input file record length, ex-
pressed in number of bytes. 

output specifies the output file record length, ex-
pressed in number of by,tes. 

NSEQ il1Jdicates that sequence errors in the merged 
output fi Ie are to be i~,nored. 

The user must always provide th4~ input record length. The 
output record len9th is optional;: if it is not specified, it is 
assumed to be the same as the input record length. In a 
variable-length fi Ie, record length is the maximum physical 
record length. 

BLOCK This card specifies blocking factors for blocked 
fi les on tapes other than ANS labeled tapes; it is not needed 
for unb locked fi les. It has the form 

. BLOC K (input,output,DROP) 

where 

input specifies the input blocking factor; that is, 
the number of records per block. The number can 
consist of up to three digits (999). 

output specifies the output blocking factor; that is, 
the number of records per block. The number can 
consist of up to three digits (999). 

DROP indicates that bad blocks are to be dropped. 
(A bad block is a block in which an I/o error is 

encountered during a read operation.) This option 
may appear anywhere within the parentheses. 

The user must always specify the input blocking factor on 
blocked files. The output blocking factor is optional; if it 
is not specified, it is assumed to be the same as the input 
blocking factor. 

FILE This card specifies the numberof files to be merged 
and the header labels to be skipped; it is required for a 
merge operation if an end-of-fi Ie is to be written after the 
output user header. The form is 

• FILE (FILES,number),(IHDR,x),(OHDR,x) 

where 

FILES,number specifies the number of files to be 
merged. The number can be an integer from 1 to 8 
inclusive. 

IHDR,x specifies the input header labels to be 
skipped. The x can consist of an F or any digit 
from 1 to 9. An F indicates to skip past the fi Ie of 
header labels to the data file. A digit indicates 
to skip past the indicated number (1-9) of header 
labels. If there are no input headers to be skipped, 
omit this parameter from the. FILE card. 

OHDR,x specifies if merge is to write an end-of-fi Ie 
after the user's output header. If this is desired, 
x must be an F; anyth ing else wi II be ignored. If 
there are no output headers to be skipped, omit 
this parameter from the. FILE card. 

KEYS This card specifies the merge key characteristics; 
it is not required wLen only one input fi Ie is present. The 
form is 

• KEYS (origin,length, type,direction, TR~~=- ] 

L[,(orig in, length, type,di recti on, TRAN)] ... 

whem 

origin specifies the starting byte position in the rec-
ord. The first byte is 1, the second byte is 2, etc. 

length specifies the key length. Key length is ex-
pressed in number of bytes and can consist of up to 
three digits. 
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type indicates the merge key type and can be any 
of the following: 

AN indicates alphanumeric. 

PO indicates packed decimal. 

ZO indicates zoned decimal. 

BN indicates binary. 

If type is omitted, alphanumeric type is assumed. 

direction indicates the direction of the sort 
(A = ascending merge, 0 = descending merge). 
If direction is omitted, an ascending merge wi II 
be done. 

TRAN indicates that translation table should be 
used with the key field. 

NOTE This card allows the user to insert comments into 
the Merge parameter control deck. A NOTE card may not 
be continued onto other cards, but any number of NOTE 
cards may be used. This card has the form 

(ONOTE [any text] 
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TRAN This card specifies where certain characters are 
to be substituted in the translation table (see the section 
titled "Key Translation Table" in Chapter 1). It has the form 

• TRAN (start,length,cham~~~~~~(start~_~:_' __ " __ J 

Caracters)] ... 

where 

start is the beginning byte position in the transla-
tion table where characters are f'o start being sub
stituted. Start is expressed as a three-position 
numeric field. 

length is the number of bytes, or characters, to be 
altered. 

characters are the a Iternate characters to be 
substituted. 

Each (start, length, characters) specification must be con
tained on one card. That is, a specification cannot be 
broken up and continued to another card. 

ON-LINE MERGE 

The Merge processor may be called by on-line (terminal) 
users under the CP-V operating system. For a simple ex
ample of such usage, see Example B-4 in Appendix B. For 
more information on general on-line operations, refer to the 
CP-V Time-Sharing User's Guide, 90 16 92. 



7. MERGE FILIE CHARACTERISTICS 

The input and output files are c:ontrolled through the DCBs 
named F:MRGOUT and F:MRGINn, where n is 1-8. The 
fi I es are predefi ned as 

1. Consecutive. 

2. Sequential. 

3. Save. 

4. Forty error retries. 

The following information is recluired by CP-V or BPM to 
access the files for a specific merge, and must be supplied 
by the user in ASSIGN control commands. 

1. Keyword DEVICE, FILE, or LABEL, plus NAME. 

2. SN, if applicable to F:MRGINn. A maximum of 12 
input reel/disk pack serial numbers may be specified 
for each input fi Ie. 

3. IN or OUT, when appropri,ate. 

The following keyword functions also may be included on 
the ASSIGNs that modify F:MRGOUT and F:MRGINn: 

1. PASS. 

2. REL (to release the input fi Ie). 

3. READ or WRITE. 

4. SN, if applicable to F:MRGOUT. A maximum of 96 
output reel/disk pack serial numbers may be specified. 

5. TRIES. 

6. VOL. 

7. BIN, BCD, FBCD, PACK, or UNPACK (as required). 

8. EXPIRE. 

Values in the blocking factor specification parameters de
termine whether the merge wi II deblock records received 
from the monitor, and pack the records on the output side. 
If a blank blocking factor field is present, the merge wi II 
proceed with logic compatible with monitor-formatted files. 
Since determination of input and output is made separately, 
comp I ete conversi on freedom is a II owed. However, a II i n
put fi les must be of the same format, and the record length 
must be the same for a II. 

Note..;.. In no case maya user-formatted fi Ie be designated 
as monitor-formatted. 
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8. MERGE MESSAGES 
The Merge messages printed in Table 4 are printed via the 
M :LL DC B. t Both error messages and general information 

t 
See the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 90 09 54, or the 

CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, as appropriate. 

messages are included in this table. An error message is 
usually preceded by the message MERGE ABORT or the mes 
sage MERGE ERROR; these two messages indicate what 
happens after an error has been encountered, and are de
scribed along with the other messages in Table 4. 

Table 4. Merge Error and Information Messages 

Message 

ANSI DECIMAL OR UNSPECIFIED FORMAT 

Comments 

An ANSI decimal format tape has been assigned to F:MRGINn 
or F:MRGOUT (Merge does not support this type of organiza
tion), or no format type has been given in an ANSI header or 
on an appropriate ASSIG N card. This error condition causes 
an immediate abort. 

---------------------------+------------------------------------------------------

IHDR FIELD NOT BLANK, F, OR 1-9 See MERGE ERROR SPECIFICATION CARD FIELD, below. 

1------------------------------- ---------- --- - --------- ----- ---- ------------------------------------------------1 

INPUT BLOCKING 

INPUT FILES NOT COMPATIBLE 

See MERGE ERROR SPECIFICATION CARD FIELD, .below. 

The input files are mixed ANSI and user or monitor formats or 
there are mixed types (undefined, fixed or variable blocked) 
within the ANSI format. 

1------------------------------+------------------------------------------1 

KEY xx BOUNDARY Key xx ends outside the boundaries of the record. Check the 
key start position and key length against total record length. 
This error wi II cause a job abort after all remai ning Merge 
paramete r con tro I ca rds ha ve been scanned for errors. 

r-------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------~ 

KEY xx DATA TYPE The data type of key xx is not specified as one of the valid 
data types. Valid data types are AN, PD, ZD, BN, or BA. 
This error will cause a job abort after all remaining Merge 
parameter control cards have been scanned for errors. 

1----------------------------+------------------ --- ------ -------------------------------------------1 

KEY xx LENGTH The specified length for key xx contains an invalid digit, or 
exceeds the maximum length permitted for its data type. This 
error will cause a job abort after all remaining Merge param
eter control cards have been scanned for errors. 

1--------------------------- -- ------ --- -------- -- --------------- ----------------------~ 

KEY xx START The starting byte specification for key xx contains an invalid 
digit, or key xx starts outside the record. This error wi II 
cause a job abort after all remaining Merge parameter con
trol cards have been scanned for errors. 

f-------------------------------+------------------ --------------------.---------------1 

LABEL I/o An I/o error has been encountered during the read of a 
header or trai ler label. This error condition causes an abort, 
but only after a II the input fi les have been opened. 

~--------------------------------------~---------------------------------; 

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH See MERGE ERROR SPECIFICATION CARD FIELD, below. 

~-------------------------------------4----------------------------------~ 

MERGE ABORT 
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This error message may be printed alone or in combination 
with other messages to indicate that an immediate abort has 
taken place. Other tasks within the job will be skipped. 



Table 4. Merge Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

Message 

MERGE ABORT: PAGES REQ. : p AVAIL. : p 

MERGE ERROR 

MERGE ERROR ILLEGAL DECIMAL DIGIT FILE: n 

MERGE ERROR INPUT SEQUENCE FILE: n 

MERGE ERROR INPUT/READ FILE: n 

---------------------------- .----

MERGE ERROR OPENING FILE: n 

Comments 

Not enough working storage is available to hold at least one 
block of data from each fi Ie. p spec i fies the number of 
512-word pages of memory, designating both the required 
minimum and the actual avai lable number. The user must re
organize the job into a number of tasks to accommodate the 
amount of avai lable core mernory. 

This message is always printed in combination with other 
messages. Depending on the other message, any of three 
things may happen after MERGE ERROR is printed: pro
cessing moy continue, an abort may occur immediately, or 
an abort may occur after a " Merge parameters have been 
scanned for errors. 

An input record in file n contains a key field with an illegal 
decimal digit. This message is always preceded by a one
line printout of the incorrect record, truncated to 131 bytes, 
if necessary. The incorrect record will be drop'ped. The 
range of n is from a to 8, where a indicates the output file. 
If the error exceeds the allowed maximum (designated in the 
Merge parameter control card), the message wi II print out, 
preceded by the MERGE ABORT prefix (instead of MERGE 
ERROR), and the job wi II abort. 

Input file n is not sequenced within itself. This may occur 
if a key is outside the boundary of an actual record. This 
message is always preceded by a one-line printout of the in
correct record, truncated to 131 bytes, if necessary. The 
incorrect record wi II be dropped. The range of n is from 
o to 8, where a indicates the output fi Ie. If the error exceeds 
the allowed maximum (designated in the Merge parameter con
tral card), the message will print out, preceded by the MERGE 
ABORT prefix (instead of MERGE ERROR), and the job wi II 
abort. 

An irrecoverable error has occurred while reading in file n. 
A blocked variable-length record different from the specified 
record len9th wi II cause this error. This message is al
ways preceded by a one-line printout of the incorrect rec
ord, truncated to 131 bytes, if necessary. The incorrect rec
ord wi II be dropped. The range of n is from a to 8, 
where a indicates the output file. If the error exceeds the 
allowed maximum (designated in the Merge parameter con
trol card), the message wi II pri nt out, preceded by the MERGE 
ABORT prefix (instead of MERGE ERROR), and the job will 
abort. 

File n could not be properly opened because of an incorrect 
or missing ASSIGN, because of I/o device failure, or be
cause of improper input heoder specification causing the entire 
file to be bypassed. The job will abort after all the remaining 
input fi les have been opened. 

-----------"'--._---_ •... __ ... --... --
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Table 4. Merge Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

,..-------------------------.,--------------_._-----_ .•. _------------, 
Message Comments 

1------------------------+---------------... --.. ----.. -------------·-·------04 

MERGE ERROR SPECIFICA nON CARD FIELD This error message indicates that an error has been encountered 
in one of the Merge parameter control cards. Any of several 
messages follow this one to indicate which card is in error: 

IHDR FIELD NOT BLANK, F, OR 1-9 - the IHDR param
eter of the Merge FILE control card contains an invalid 
digit (see Chapter 6). 

INPUT BLOCKING - the input blocking factor of the 
Merge BLOCK card is invalid (see Chapter 6). 

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH - the input specification 
of the Merge REC card is inval id (see Chapter 6). 

OUTPUT RECORD LENGTH - the output specification 
of the Merge REC card is inva I id (see Chapter 6). 

t--------------------------+------.-.------------------.. ----.-.-.-.--.. --.--.--------.. ----.. -------. 

MERGE FILE: n,RECORDS: r This message is output ten times at the conclusion of a Merge 
task to indicate the number of logical records (r) processed 
for each fi Ie. The range of n is from a to 8, where a indi
cates the output file, and 1-8 represent the input file DCBs, 
even if not used. For the last iteration of the message, n is 
equal to the total number of records output and r specifies 
the tota I number of input records from a II fi les. In most 
cases, the total input should equal the amount output. 

t------------------------------.. - --------------.-----------------.. -- -.--------.. - ----------.---------1 

MERGE SPECIFICA nONS This precedes a list of all specification control record images. 

r---------------.. -----------------------... - .. ----------.--------------

MERGE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED Th is is output at the end of the Merge task if no abort condi
tions have been detected. This message indicates that other 
tasks wi th i n the job wi II be executed. 

r-------------------.----- ---. f-------... -----.----- -.. ------.---_.---------... -- --------------.--.--------1 

NUMBER OF INPUT FILES The number of input files specified is invalid. Specifically, 
the FILES parameter of the Merge FILE card contains other 
than a value from 1 to 8. (See the Merge FILE card descrip
tion in Chapter 6.) This error will cau~e a job abort after 
all remaining Merge parameter control cards have been 
scanned for errors. 

t--------.. --- --.. --------------------------- -------.-- ----- ----- ----.. - .-.. ---------------- ... -------------~ 

NUMBER OF MERGE KEYS The specification for number of merge keys is invalid. Spe
cifically, the Merge KEYS card either contains an illegal 
character or specifies a number that is outside the legal range 
of values. t (See the KEYS card description in Chapter 6.) 
This error will cause a job abort after all remaining Merge pa
rameter control cards have been scanned for errors. 

-----------_._----------_._-------- - --------------------_ ... _----_ .. - ...... _ .. __ .. _ .. - -- -_. __ ....... _- .. 

OUT OF SEQUENCE DROPS The specification for number of records to be dropped 6n an 
out-of-sequence condition is inval id. 

---------------------~ 

tIf alphabetic characters are input where numbers are expected, their zones will be dropped and the least significant 
part of the character wi II be treated as a number. 
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Table 4. Merge Error and Information Messages (cont.) 

Message 

OUTPUT BLOCKING 

Comments 

The output blocking specification is invalid. Specifically, 
the output blocking factor on the Merge BLOC K card either 
contains an illegal character or specifies a number outside 
the range of lega I va lues (the number can consist of up to 
three digits). t (See the BLOCK card description in Chap
ter 6.) This error will cause a job abort after all remaining 
Merge parameter control cards have been scanned for errors. 

---------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------, 

OUTPUT RECORD LENGTH 

TRANSFER FILE: n 

See MERGE ERROR SPECIFICA nON CARD FIELD, above. 

A header or trailer of the specified file (i.e., file n) could 
not be handled. This error causes an immediate abort. 

------------------------------------------------r------------------------------------------------~ 

TRANSLA nON TABLE LOCATION ERROR The specified start of a user translation table (of collating 
sequence values) is a value greater than 256; that is, the 
start parameter of a TRAN card is greater than 256. The 
replacement record wi II exceed the standard 256':'byte table 
area and will cause a table overflow. 

---------------------------------------f--------------------------------------------------1 

USER TRANSLATION TABLE This precedes the I ist of control records used to form the 
translation table if input by the user. 

tIf alphabetic characters are input where numbers are expected, their zones will be dropped and the least significant 
part of the ch(Jracter wi II be treated as a number. 

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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APPENDIX A. SORT OPERATING EXAMPLES 

Examples A-1 through A-6 i Ilustl:ate the card deck setups 
for different kinds of sort operations: 

• Example A-3 defines a special purpose sort in which the 
user adds own-code and permanent Iy saves the program. 

• Example A-1 produces a sorl'ed fi Ie, using the standard 
sort. 

• Examples A-4 through A-6 illustrate Sort use of inter
mediate storage: Example A-4 is a sequential sort for 
tape and/or nonrandom disk with four intermediate DCB 
work fi les, Example A-5 is a sequential sort for disk 
with six private scratch packs, and Example A-6 is a 
random sort for disk with seven private scratch packs. 
See Chapter 4 for a detai led discussion of Sort use of 
intermediate storage. 

• Example A-2 produces a st<mdard Sort call, output on 
the RAD from a user-formatted tape, and illustrates 
multiple key fields and character collating sequence 
translation. 

Example A-1. Standard Sort, Output on Tape 

2 

Card Parameter ----

!JOB 

1234, 

USER 

2 ! LIMIT(options) 

3 IASSIGN 

F:SORTIN, 

!FIN 

• LIMIT (DUMP) 

• KEYS (35,9) 

!ASSIGN_F:SORTOUT, (LABEL, SOCNOFIL),; 

!ASSIGN F:SORTIN, (LABEL, EMPFIL), (INSN,567) 

Description 

Signals the beginniing of a job. 

Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data files used during this 
job will be assumed to belong to this account number. 

Identifies the user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system resources 
required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate to each 
job. For these options, see the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 90 09 54, or 
the CP-V /BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, as appropriate. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbc)lic name of Sort's input DCB. 
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Example A-1. Standard Sort, Output on Tape (cont.) 

Card 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Parameter 

(LABEL,EMPFIL), 

(INSN ,567) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SORTOUT, 

(LABEL, SOCNOFIL), 

!(OUTSN,432) 

!SORT 

· REC (200) 

· KEYS (35,9) 

• LIMIT (DUMP) 

!FIN 

Description 

Specifies that the input file is a monitor-formatted tape file named EMPFIL. 

Specifies that the input file is contained on reel number 567. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's output DCB. 

Specifies that the output fi Ie is to be a mon itor-formatted tape fi Ie named 
SOCNOFIL. 

Signals that card 5 is a continuation of card 4. 

Specifieo; that the output file is to be written on reel number 432. 

Ca" s the Sort processor from the system library. 

Specifies that the input file consists of 200-byte logical records. 

Specifies that the input records are to be sorted on a nine-byte key field that 
starts in byte 35 of each logical record. By default, the key is alphanumeric 
and the sort is in ascending sequence. 

Requests that Sort and its overlays be dumped if an error occurs. 

Signals the end of the job. 

Example A-2. Standard Sort Call, Output on RAD from User-Formatted Tapes 

14 I !FIN 

13 I • LIMIT (DUMP) 

12 I • TRAN (129,lO,ABCDEFGHIJ) 

11 I .KEYS (7A,AN,TRAN), (257,8,BN), (90,l,BN,D) 

101 • BLOCK (3, 1) 

9 I .REC (783) 
8 !DATA 

'I -
f--

7 J !RUN (LMN,SORT,:SYS). 

6 I !(PASS, MALO), (WRITE, 8) 

5 I !ASSIGN F:SORTOUT, (FILE,ALKOP),; 

4 I !(INSN,094,28,5431),(PACK) 

i.- 3 I !ASSIGN F:SORTIN, (DEVICE,7T),; 

2 I ! LIMIT (options) 

!JOB 8, RDCTN 
~ 

-

-
t--

t--

t--
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Example A-2. Stc:mdard Sort Call, Output on RAD from User-Formatted Tapes (cont.) 

Card 

2 

3 

Parameter 

lUOB 

8, 

R:DCTN 

! LIMIT (options) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SORTIN, 

(DEVICE,7T), 

Description 

Signals the beginning of a job. 

Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data files used during this 
job will be assumed to belong to this account number. 

Identifies the user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system resources 
required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate to each 
job. For these options, see the BPM/BP,RT Reference Manual, 900954, or 
the CP-V /BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, as appropriate. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to a Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's input DCB. 

Specifies that the input file is a 7-track tape. 

Signals that card 4 is a continuation of card 3. 

4 !(INSN,094,28:,5431), Specifies that the input file is contained on reels 094, 28, and 5431. 

(PACK) Specifies that the input file is written in packed binary mode. 

5 !ASS IG N A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to a Sort's DC,Bs. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

F:SORTOUT, 

(FILE,ALKOP), 

!(PASS, MALO), 

(WRITE, 8) 

!RUN 

(LMN, SORT, :SYS) 

!DATA 

. IREC (783) 

· BLOCK (3, 1) 

· KEYS 

(7 ,4,AN, TRAN), 

(257,8, BN), 

(90, 1 , B N , D) 

· TRAN (129, 10" 
ABCDEFGH IJ) 

• LIMIT (DUMP) 

!FIN 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's output DCB. 

Specifies that the sorted output is to be placed on the RAD under the name 
AlKOP. 

Signals that card 6 is a continuation of card 5. 

Assigns the password MALO to the file. This password must be specified by 
any future user of the file. 

Specifies that only jobs run under account number 8 may write into the output 
file. 

A control command that specifies a designated program is to be executed. This 
command may be !Used in lieu of a SORT control command. 

Designates the load module (processor) named SORT, in the system library, as 
the program to be executed. 

Signals that a dah:! deck follows. This command must be used when RUN is 
used to initiate a sort. 

Specifies that the input fife consists of 783-byte logical records . 

Specifies a blocking factor of 3 for the input file and 1 for the output file. 

Specifies that the input file is to be sorted on certain key fields (three key 
fields in this case), and describes these key fields. 

Specifies that key 1 is a four-byte alphanumeric key that starts in byte 7 of 
each logical record and that the key is to be translated. 

Specifies that key 2 is an eight-byte binary key that starts in byte 257 of 
each logical record. By default, the sort is in ascending sequence. 

Specifies that key 3 is a one-byte binary key that starts in byte 90 of each 
logical record. The sort is in descending sequence. 

Contains the user-·supplied set of character collating sequence values for 
translation. 

Requests that Sort and its overlays be dumped if an error occurs • 

Signa Is the end of the job. 
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Example A-3. Sort Jobs Required to Implement User Own-Code 

241 !FIN 

23 1 • LIMIT (DUMP) 

22 J • KEYS (10,6) 

21 I .BLOCK (10) 

20 r .REC (160) 

19 I !DATA 

18 1 !RUN (~MN,MYOWNSRT) r-
17 1 !ASSIGN F:SORTOUT, (FILE,CHKPR) 

16 I 
~ 

! (INSN,845) 
-

15 I !ASSIG N F :SORTIN, (LABEL,GROSTP),; 

14 I !SRP11,SRP2,SRP3-SRP31)) -.....-

13 !SRP-(SRPO-SRP01, SRP1-; f-

f----

~ 

12 I !SSP11,ssP2,ssP3-sSP31),; 
11 I !SSP-(sSPO-SSP01,SSP1-; 

10 I !TREE SROOT-S:DCB1-mycode-(SPRE,; 

9 I ! (PERM),(BREF),(MAP),(S L,F) 

8 I ! (mycode)),(LMN,MysSORT),; 

7 I ! (sRP3),(SRP31 ),(5 PRE),(SROOT), ; 
6 I !(sRP01),(sRP1),(SRP11),(sRP2),; 

t--

5 I ! (SSP31),(s:DCBl),(sRP),(SRPO),; -.....-
4 I! (SSP1 ),(SSP11 ),(sSP2),(SsP3), ; -.....-

3 I ! OVERLAY (EF,(SsP),(SsPO),(sSP01),; 

2 I ! LIMIT (options) 
f...-

!JOB MYACCT,MAKEUP f-

-
f...-

-
fo-

f...-

t--

Note: The job loads the own-code to the Sort processor, forming MYSSORT. If the own-code modules 
are fi les, the names must also be included in the OVERLAY command and in the root of the TREE 
command. For example, if they are all in, say, the SORTLIB account, then that account must be 
added to each module name (e.g., SSP would become SSP,SORTLIB). 
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Example A-3. Sort Jobs Requilred to Implement User Own-Code (cont.) 

Card 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Parameter 

!JOB 

MYACCT, 

MAKEUP 

1 LIMIT (options) 

lOVERLAY 

(EF,(SSP), 
(SSPO),(SSPOl ), 

(SSPl ),(SSP11), 
(SSP2),(SSP3), 

(SSP31 ),(S:DCB1), 
(SRP),(SRPO), 

(SRP01),(SIRP1), 
(SRPll ),(SRP2), 

(SRP3),(SRP31 ), 
(SPRE),(SROOT), 

(mycode), 
(LMN,MYSSORT), 

(PERM),(BREF), 
(MAP),(SL,F) 

Description 

Signals the beginning of the job. 

Specifies the account number. 

Identifies tlhe user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system 
resources rE~quired by the job. For these options, see the BPM/BP,RT 
Reference Manual, 90 09 54, or the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, 
as appropri<lte. 

A control command that directs the loader to form an executable program 
from various component programs. This command must be followed by a 
TREE commcmd. 

Specifies the modules SSP, SSPO, and SSPOl • 

Signals that card 4 is a continuation of card 3. 

Specifies the modules SSP1, SSPll, SSP2, and SSP3. 

Signals that card 5 is a continuation of card 4. 

Specifies thc3 modules SSP31, S:DCB1, SRP, and SRPO. 

Signals that card 6 is a continuation of card 5. 

Specifies modules SRP01, SRP1, SRPll, and SRP2. 

Signals that card 7 is a continuation of card 6. 

Specifies modules SRP3, SRP31, SPRE, and SROOT. 

Signals that card 8 is a continuation of card 7. 

Specifies the module (mycode) containing the user's program and spec
ifies that load module MYSSORT is to be formed - this is the special 
sort with appended own-code. 

Signals that card 9 is a continuation of card 8. 

Specifies that the load module is to be saved as a permanent file, the 
branch referencing loading mode is to be used, a load map is to be listed, 
and an error :severity level of F is to be tolerated in the load module. 
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Example A-3. Sort Jobs Requ ired to Implement User Own-Code (cont.) 

Card Parameter Description 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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!TREE 

SROOT -S:DCB1-
mycode-(SPRE, 

! sSP-(ssPO
ssP01,ssP1-

! ssP11,sSP2, 
ssP3-ssP31 ), 

!SRP-(sRPO
SRP01,SRP1-

! SRP 11,SRP2, 
SRP3-SRP31)) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SORTIN, 

(LABEL, GROSTP), 

! (INSN,845) 

!ASSIGN 

F:sORTOUT, 

(FILE,CH KPR) 

!RUN 

(LMN,MYOWNSRT) 

!DATA 

. REC (160) 

• BLOCK (10) 

• KEYS (10,6) 

• LIMIT (DUMP) 

!FIN 

Defines structure of MYSSORT. 

Specifies root segments SROOT and S:DCB1, the user's own code, and 
overlay segment SPREe 

Signals that card 11 is a continuation of card 10. 

Specifies overlay segments SSP, ssPO, SSP01, and SSP1. 

Signals that card 12 is a continuation of card 11. 

Specifies overlay segments SSP11, ssP2, SSP3, and SSP31 . 

Signals that card 13 is a continuation of card 12. 

Specifies overlay segments SRP, SRPO, SRP01, and SRP1. 

Signals that card 14 is a continuation of card 13. 

Specifies overlay segments SRP11, sRP2, sRP3, and SRP31 . 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's input DCB. 

Specifies that the input file is a monitor-formatted tape file name GROSTP. 

Signals that card 16 is a continuation of card 15. 

Spec i fi es that the input fi Ie is on ree I 845. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristi cs to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's output DCB. 

Specifies that the sorted output is to be placed on the RAD under the 
name CHKPR. 

A control command that specifies a designated program is to be executed. 

Designates the program formed under the specified name, under the ac
count number of the current job. 

Signals the monitor that a data deck follows. This command must be used 
when! RUN is used to initiate a sort. 

Specifies that the input file is an input file of 160-byte logical records . 

Specifies that the inputand output files are to have a blocking factor of 10 • 

Specifies that the input records are to be sorted on a six-byte key field 
that starts in byte 10 of each logical record. By default, the key is 
alphanumeric and the sort is in ascending sequence. 

Requests that Sort and its overlays be dumped if an error occurs • 

Signals the end of the job. 



Example A-4. Sequential Sort for Tape and/or Disk, with Four Intermediate DCBs 

2 

Card 

2 

3 

4 

13 ! FIN 

• LIMIT (DUMP) 

• KEYS (35,9) 

!SORT 

!ASSIGN F:SCRF3, (DEVICE,9T), (SN,53) 

!ASSIG N F:SCRF3, (DEVICE,9T), (SN,53) 

!ASSIGN F:SCRF1, (DEVICE,9T), (SN,51) 

!ASSIGN F:SORTOUT,(LABEL,SOCNOFIL),(SN,432) 

!AS5iIG N F:SORTIN, (LABEL,EMPFIL), (SN,567) 

Parameter 

!JOB 

1234, 

USER 

!L1MIT (options) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SORTIN, 

(LABEL, EMPFIL), 

(SN,567) 

IASSIGN 

F:SORTOUT, 

(LABEL,SOCNOFIL), 

(SN,432) 

Description 

Signals the beginning of the job. 

Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data files used during this 
job wi" be assumed to belong to this account number. 

Identifies the user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system re
sources required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate 
to each job. For these options, see the BPM/BP,RT Reference Manual, 
900954, or lrhe CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, as appropriate. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's input DCB. 

Specifies that the input file is a monitor-formatted tape file named EMPFIL. 

Specifies that the input file is contained on reel number 567. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's output DCB. 

Specifies that the output file is to be a monitor-formatted tape file named 
SOCNOFIL. 

Specifies that the output fi Ie is to be written on reel number 432. 
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Example A-4. Sequential Sort for Tape and/or Disk, with Four Intermediate DCBs (cont.) 

Card 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Notes: 

46 Append ix A 

Parameter Description -1 
!ASSIGN A control command that conveys file characteristics to Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the DCB for Sort's first intermediate file. F:SCRF1, 

(DEVICE,9T), Specifies that the first intermediate file is to be on a user-formatted 9-trock 
magnetic tape. 

(SN,51) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SCRF2, 

(DEVICE,9T), 

(SN,52) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SCRF3, 

(DEVICE,9T) 

(SN,53) 

!SORT 

• REC (200) 

• LIMIT (DCBS,4) 

• KEYS (35,9) 

• LIMIT (DUMP) 

!FIN 

Specifies the serial number of the tape reel that is to be used for the inter
mediate fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the DCB for Sort's second intermediate file. 

Specifies that the second intermediate file is to be on a user-formatted 
9-track magnetic tape. 

Specifi es the seria I number of the tape reel that is to be used for the inter
mediate fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the DCB for Sort's third intermediate file. 

Specifies that the third intermediate file is to be on a user-formatted 9-track 
magnetic tape. 

Specifies the serial number of the tape reel that is to be used for the inter
mediate fi Ie. 

Ca lis the Sort processor from the system library. 

Specifi es that the input fi Ie consists of 200-byte logical records. 

Specifies that the Sort program is to use four intermediate work fi les. 

Specifies that the input records are to be sorted on a nine-byte key field 
that starts in byte 35 of each logical record. By default, the key is alpha
numeric and the sort is in ascending sequence. 

Requests that Sort and its 'overlays be dumped if an error occurs. 

Signals the end of the job. 

1. When assigning intermediate files to magnetic tape, the assignment should always be to a user
formatted tape (i.e., DEVICE). If the assignment is to a monitor-formatted file (i.e., LABEL), 
the sort wi II not be as efficient. 

2. If the DCBS parameter of the. LIMIT card (see card 10) did not specify the number of tapes, Sort 
would use six intermediate files. The first three files would be on 9-track magnetic tape, and 
the last three would be on public storage. 



Example A-5. Sequential Sort jFor Disk, with Six Private Scratch Packs 

Card 

2 

211 !FIN 

20 I . LIMIT (PAGES,50), (DC8S,6), (DUMP) 

191 • KEYS (1,5) 
18i . BLOCK (1,85) 

171 • REC (80) 

16~ . NOTE TECHNIQUE 

151 .1\lOTE THIS JOB USES THE SEQUENTIAL SORT I"-

14 I . NOTE WEEKLY TRANSACTION SORT 
I--

13 !SORT r-

"""-

f--

121 !ASSIGN F:SCRF6,(DEVICE,DP),(SN,6),(FILE,F 

11 1 !ASSIGN F:SCRF5,(DEVICE,DP),(SN,5),(FILE,E) 

10 I !ASSIGN F:SCRF4,(DEVICE,DP),(SN,4),(FILE,D) 

9 IIASSIG N F:SCRF3, (DEVICE,DP), (SN,3), (FILE,C) 
8 IIASSIGN F:SCRF2,(DEVICE,DP),(SN,2),(FILE,B) 

7 1 !ASSIGN F:SCRF1,(DEVICE,DP),(SN, l),(FILE,A) 

6 I ! (LRECL,80), (BLKL,6800), (FORMAT,F) -
51 IASSIGN F:SORTOUT,(ANSLBL,SORTRAN),; 

I--

4 ~ ! (SN, 111112), (FORMA T,U), (LRECL,80), (BLKL,80) 

3 1 !ASSIGN F:SORTIN,(ANSLBL,INTRAN), i 
f--

2 I !LIMIT (options) -
-!JOB 12~14, DISKSORT 

r-

f--

-
f--

I--

r-

Parameter Description 

!JOB 

1234, 

DISKSORT 

! LIMIT (options) 

Signals the beginning of the job. 

Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data files used during this 
job will be assumed to belong to this account number. 

Identifies the user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system re
sources required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate 
to each job. for these options, see the BPM/BP,RT Reference Manual, 
900954, or the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, as appropriate. 
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Example A-5. Sequential Sort for Disk, with Six Private Scratch Packs (cont.) 

Card Parameter 

3 !ASSIGN 

F:SORTIN, 

(ANSLBL,INTRAN), 

4 ! (SN, 111112), 

(FORMA T,U), 

(LRECL,80), 

(BLK L,80) 

5 !ASSIGN 

F:SORTOUT, 

(ANSLBL,SORTRAN), 

6 ! (LRECL,80), 

(BLK L,6800), 

(FORMAT,F) 

7 !ASSIGN 

F:SCRF1, 

(DEVICE,DP), 

(SN, 1), 

(FILE,A) 

8 !ASSIGN 

F:SCRF2, 

(DEVICE, DP), 

(SN,2), 

(FILE,B) 

9 !ASSIGN 

F :SCRF3, 
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Description 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbol ic name of Sort's input DCB. 

Indicates that the input file is an ANSI formatted tape with the label INTRAN. 

Signals that card 4 is a continuation of card 3. 

Specifies the serial number of the tape reel that is to be used for file input. 

Specifies that the format of the physical records on the input file is undefined 
format. In other words, each record is a block. If all input records are the 
same length, ANSI fixed format (F) can be specified for the output fi Ie. If the 
input records are not all the same length, however, the output fi Ie should be 
specified as ANSI variable format (V). 

Specifies that the input record length is 80 bytes. 

Specifies that the input block length is 80 bytes. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Sort's output DCB. 

Indicates that the output fi Ie is an ANSI formatted tape wi th the label SORTRAN. 

Signals that card 6 is a continuation of card 5. 

Specifies that the output record length is 80 bytes. 

Specifies that the output block length is 6800 bytes. 

Specifies that the formatof the physical records on the output fi Ie is fixed format. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the first Sort work file. 

Indicates that the storage device (for the first Sort work fi Ie) is a disk pack. 

Indicates that the disk pack is a private disk pack and that its serial number is 1 • 

Specifies that A is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

A contro I command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the second Sort work file. 

Indicates that the storage device (for the second Sort work file) is a disk pack. 

Indicates that the disk pack is a private disk pack and that its serial number is 2. 

Specifies that B is the name of the disk fi Ie that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic nome of the third Sort work file. 



Example A-5. Sequential Sort for Disk, with Six Private Scratch Packs (cont.) 

Card 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15,16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Parameter 

(DEVICE,DP), 

(SN,3), 

(FILE,C) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SCRF4, 

(DEVICE,DP'), 

(S N,4), 

(FILE,D) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SCRF5, 

(DEVICE,DP), 

(S N,5), 

(FILE,E) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SCRF6, 

(DEVICE,DP), 

(S N,6), 

(FILE,F) 

ISORT 

• NOTE 

.NOTE 

• REC (80) 

.BLOCK (1,135) 

.KEYS(1,5) 

• LIMIT (PAGES,50), 

(DCBS,6), 

(DUMP) 

!FIN 

Description 

Indicates that the storage device (for the third Sort work file) is a disk pack. 

Indicates that the disk pack is a private disk pack and that its serial number is 3. 

Specifies that C is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the fourth Sort work file. 

Indicates that the storage device (for the fourth Sort work fi Ie) is a disk pack. 

Indicates that the disk pack is a private disk pack and that its seria I number is 4. 

Specifies that D is the name of the disk fi Ie that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the fifth Sort work file. 

Indicates that the storage device (for the fifth Sort work file) is. a disk pack. 

Indicates that the disk pack is a private diskpackand that its serial number is5. 

Specifies that E is the name of the disk fi Ie that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the sixth Sort work file. 

Indicates that the storage device (for the sixth Sort work file) is a disk pack. 

Indicates that the disk pack is a private disk pack and that its serial number is 6. 

Specifies that F is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

Calls the Sort processor from the system library. 

Indicates commentary that this is a weekly transaction sort • 

Indicates commentary that this job uses the sequential sort technique. 

Specifies that the input file consists of 80-byte logical records • 

Specifies that the input fi Ie blocking factor is 1 and the output fi Ie blocking 
factor is 85. 

Specifies that the input records are to be sorted on a five-byte key field that 
starts in byte 1 of each logical record. By default, the sort key is alphanu
meric and the sort is in ascending sequence. 

Specifies that the Sort program is to occupy no more than 50 pages of memory 
(a page = 512 words). 

Specifies that 11'he Sort program is to use six intermediate work fi les. 

Requests that Sort and its overlays be dumped if an error occurs. 

Signals the end of the job. 
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Example A-6. Random Sort for Disk, with Seven Private Scratch Packs 

291 !FIN 

28 1 • LIMIT (DCBS,7), (DUMP) 

271 . KEYS (1,5) 

261 • BLOCK (1,85) 
25 • REC (80) 

t--

241 . NOTE TECHNIQUE 

231 • NOTE THIS JOB USES THE RANDOM SORT 

22 1 • NOTE WEEKLY TRANSACTION SORT 

211 !SORT 

20 I ! (RSTORE, 100), (SN, 7 A) 

191 !ASSIGN F:SCRF7,(RANDOM),(FILE,G),; 
181 !(RSTORE,100),(SN,6A) ~ 

17 1 !ASSIGN F :SCRF6, (RANDOM), (FILE, F),; ~ 

161 ! (RSTORE, 1 00), (SN,5A) ~ 

151 !ASSIGN F:SCRF5,(RANDOM),(FILE,E),; I--

141 ! (RSTORE, 100), (SN,4A) I--

13 !ASSIGN F:SCRF4,(RANDOM),(FILE,D),; I--

-
~ 

121 !(RSTORE,100),(SN,3A) 

11 1 !ASSIGN F:SCRF3,(RANDOM),(FILE C),; 
101 ! (RSTORE, 100), (SN,2A) 

9 1 !ASSIGN F:SCRF2,(RANDOM),(FILE,B),; 

81 ! (RSTORE[ 1 00), (SN, 1A) 

7 I !ASSIGN F:SCRF1, (RANDOM), (FILE,A),; 

6 r ! (LRECL,80), (BLKL,6800), (FORMA T,F) 
~ 

5 I !ASSIGN F:SORTOUT,(ANSLBL,SORTRAN~; 
to-

4 r !(SN, 111112),(FORMAT,U),(LRECL,80),(BLKL,80) r--
3 J !ASSIGN F :SORTIN, (ANSLBL, INTRAN), i 

2 1 !LIMIT (options) 
I--

!JOB 1235,DISKSORT I--

I--

-
I--

-
-

I--
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Example A-6. Random Sort for Disk, with Seven Private Scratch Packs (cont.) 

Card 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Parameter 

!JOB 

1235, 

DISKSORT 

!L1MIT (options) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SORTIN,. 

(ANSLBL,INTRAN), 

!(SN,111112), 

(FORMAT,U), 

(LRECL,80), 

(BLKL,80) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SORTOUT, 

(AN SL BL, S ORTRAN), 

! (LRECL,80), 

(BLKL,6800), 

(FORMAT,F) 

!ASSIGN 

F:SCRF1, 

(RANDOM), 

(FILE,A), 

Description 

Signals the beginning of the job. 

Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data fi les used during 
this job wi II be assumed to belong to this account number. 

Identi fies the user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values forvarioussystemre
sources required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate to 
each job. For these options, see the BPM/BP,RT Reference Manual, 900954, 
or the CP-V /BP Reference Manual, 90 17 64, as appropriate. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies thE~ symbolic name of Sort's input DCB. 

Indicates thclt the input file is an ANSI formatted tape with the label 
INTRAN. 

Signals that card 4 is a continuation of card 3. 

Specifies thE~ serial number of the tape reel that is to be used for file input. 

Specifies tholt the format of the physical records on the input file is unde
fined format,. In other words, each record is a block. If all input records 
are the same length, ANSI fixed format (F) can be specified for the output 
file. If the input records are not all the same length, however, the output 
fi Ie should be specified as ANSI variable format (V). 

Specifies thQlt the input record length is 80 bytes. 

Specifies thQlt the input block length is 80 bytes. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies thE! symbolic name of Sort's output DCB. 

Indicates that the output fi Ie is an ANSI formatted tape with the label 
SORTRAN. 

Signals that card 6 is a continuation of card 5. 

Specifies that the output record length is 80 bytes. 

Specifies that the output block length is 6800 bytes. 

Specifies that the format of the phYSical records on the output fi Ie is fixed 
format. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the first Sort work fi Ie. 

Specifies that the data in the fi Ie is to be written in contiguous areas of a 
random access device (in this case a disk pack) and accessed by specifying 
the starting block number. 

Specifies that A is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the 
DCB. 

Signals that card 8 is a continuation of card 7. 
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Example A-6. Random Sort for Disk, with Seven Private Scratch Packs (cont.) 

Card Parameter 

8 ! (RSTORE, 100) 

(SN,1A) 

9 !ASSIGN 

F:SCRF2, 

(RANDOM), 

(FILE,B), 

10 ! (RSTORE, 100), 

(SN,2A) 

11 !ASSIGN 

F :SCRF3, 

(RANDOM), 

(FILE,C), 

12 ! (RSTORE, 100), 

(SN,3A) 

13 !ASSIGN 

F:SCRF4, 

(RANDOM), 

(FILE,D), 

14 ! (RSTORE, 100), 

(SN,4A) 

Specifies that 100 granules of disk storage are to be allocated to the 
RANDOM file. t 

Specifies the serial number of the disk pack to be used. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the Sort work file. 

Specifies that the data in the file is to be written in contiguous areas of a 
random access device (in this case a disk pack) and accessed by specifying 
the starting block number. 

Specifies that B is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

Signals that card 10 is a continuation of card 9. 

Specifies that 100 granules of disk storage are to be allocated to the 
RANDOM fi Ie. t 

Specifies the serial number of the disk pack to be used. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the Sort work file. 

Specifies that the data in the file is to be written in contiguous areas of a 
random access device (in this case a disk pack) and accessed by specifying 
the starting block number. 

Specifies that C is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

Signals that card 12 is a continuation of card 11. 

Specifies that 100 granules of disk storage are to be allocated to the 
RANDOM fi Ie. t 

Specifies the serial number of the disk pack to be used. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the Sort work file. 

Specifies that the data in the file is to be written in contiguous areas of a 
random access device (in this case a disk pack) and accessed by specifying 
the starting block number. 

Specifies that D is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

Signals that card 14 is a continuation of card 13. 

Specifies that 100 granules of disk storage are to be allocated to the 
RANDOM file. t 

Specifies the serial number of the disk pack to be used. 

tSee Chapter 4 for a discussion of the number of granules needed. 
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Example A-6. Random Sort fOlr Disk, with Seven Private Scratch Packs (cont.) 

Card Parameter 

15 !ASSIGN 

F:SCRF5, 

(RANDOM), 

(FILE,E), 

]6 ! (RSTORE, 100), 

(SN,5A) 

]7 IASSIGN 

F:SCRF6, 

(RANDOM), 

(FILE,F), 

]8 ! (RSTORE, 100), 

(SN,6A) 

]9 !ASSIGN 

F:SCRF7, 

(RANDOM), 

(FILE,G ), 

20 I(RSTORE,100), 

(SN,7A) 

21 ISORT 

Description 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to the Sort1s DC Bs. 

Specifies tho symbolic name of the Sort work file. 

Specifies thClt the data in the file is to be written in contiguous areas of a 
random access device (in this case a disk pack) and accessed by specifying 
the starting block number. 

Specifies that E is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

Signals that card 16 is a continuation of card 15. 

Specifies tholt ]00 granules of disk storage are to be allocated to the 
RANDOM file. t 

Specifies the serial number of the disk pack to be used. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to the Sort1s DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the Sort work file. 

Specifies that the data in the file is to be written in contiguous areas of a 
random access device (in this case a disk pack) and accessed by specifying 
the starti ng block number. 

Specifies that F is the name of the disk file that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

Signals that card 18 is a continuation of card ]7. 

Specifies that 100 granules of disk storage are to be allocated to the 
RANDOM file. t 

Specifies the serial number of the disk pack to be used. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to the Sort1s DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of the Sort work file. 

Specifies thait the data in the fi Ie is to be written in contiguol.s areas of a 
random access device (in this case a disk pack) and accessed by specifying 
the starting block number. 

Specifies that· G is the name of the disk fi Ie that is to be assigned to the DCB. 

Signals that card 20 is a continuation of card ]9. 

Specifies that' 100 granules of disk storage are to be a lIocated to the 
RANDOM file. t 

Specifies the serial number of the disk pack to be used. 

Calls the Sort processor from the system library. 

t See Chclpter 4 for a discussion of the number of grclnul es needed. 
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Example A-6. Random Sort for Disk, with Seven Private Scratch Packs (cont.) 

Card Parameter 

22 • NOTE 

23,24 . NOTE 

25 .REC (80) 

26 .BLOCK (1,85) 

27 . KEYS (l,5) 

28 • LIMIT (DCBS,7) , 

(DUMP) 

29 !FIN 

Example A-7. On-Line Sort Session (CP-V) 

!c IN'I'S'I' 
1\ 
S 
I) 

I" 

e 
II 
.1 

" I. 

0 

I 
II 

Y 

'I' 
I{ 

I'; 

W 

~ 
'/. 

~ 
C 
y 

II 

!i 
~1 

! SI';'I' I": S(lIn I N / fN'I'S'I' 

! SI';'I' v: SOR'I'OllT /(lll'l'S'I' 

!soln 
SOln VI';I{S ION VOO: 0 /1/15/ 0L 
.I{ I';C (I, I) 
• I{ 1';(: (I. I ) 

. Ki';YS (I, I ) 

~~.Y~l 
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Description 

Indicates commentary that this is a weekly transaction sort . 

Indicates commentary that this job uses the random sort technique . 

Specifies that the input file consists of 80-byte logical records. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie blocking factor is 1 and the output fi Ie block
ing factor is 85 • 

Specifies that the input records are to be sorted on a five-byte key field 
that starts in byte 1 of each logical record. By default, the sort key is 
alphanumeric and the sort is in ascending sequence. 

Specifies that the Sort program is to use seven intermediate work fi les . 

Requests that Sort and its overlays be dumped if an error occurs. 

Signals the end of the job. 

User requests a copy of the previously created fi Ie INTST. 
The fi Ie consists of 25 single-character records, in random order. 

CP-V on-line commands, similar to !ASSIGN in batch, 
whi ch specify the fi les INTST and OUTST to be associated 
with Sort's DCBs. 

Ca II s the Sort processor. 
Sort identifies itself. 
Specifies that the input fj Ie and output fi Ie consists of 
l-character records. 

Specifies that Sort is to be keyed on one character, in 
position 1. 



Example A-7. On-Line Sort Session (CP-V) (cont.) 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

n 
SI':(~lJIo:NT IAI, 
~i>SIN- TOlll{NM1ENT: 40y/l 

NII~11IEI{ OF MI':HGE 1I1IFFEH:?: 12 

INTl-:I{MlmlATE IWFFlm SI:I.E: 12])6 
IU':COI{DS I NPlI'I': 25 --------_._--
I{ 1·:C<]I{J)s._~I.~!~ ________ . ___ . _____ 25 

!c OllTS'I' 
A 
II 

C 

D 

I': 
F 
c: 
II 
I 
.1 

K 
I. 

~I 

N 
() 

g 
I{ 

S 
'I' 
II 

V 
Iv 
X 
y 

I. 

I 

--

ESCAPE and F keys terminate input. 
Sort identifies its technique, and prints the statistics of 
the Sort. 

User requests a copy of the newly created file OUTST. 

CP-V prompts for next command. 

Notes: 1. Underlined choracters were sent to the terminal by CP-Vi non-underlined characters were typed at the 
l'erminal. 

2. All terminal inlPut lines were terminated by a carriage return. 
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APPENDIX B. MERGE OPERATING EXAMPLES 

Examples B- 1 through B-3 illustrate the card decks for 
different kinds of merge operations: 

tape, and illustrates multiple key fields and character 
collating sequence translation. 

• The sample deck setup in Example B-1 produces a 
merged file from the maximum number of input files. 
Note that fi Ie structures are the same, but that input 
storage media are mixed (RAD/disk pack and tape). 

• The sample deck in Example B-3 produces a new pro
gram consisting of Merge plus user own-code. The fi les 
are identical to those in Example B-2. However, a 
user's own-code program is I inked to the Merge for in
put header and trailer processing and for input and out
put own-code processing. The user program is called 
CHKMRG. 

• The deck setup in Example B-2 prodlJces a standard 
Merge call, output on publ ic storage from user-formatted 

Example B-1. Merged Fi Ie from Maximum Number of Input Files 

21 I !FIN 

20 I . KEYS (35,9) 

19 I . REC (80, NSEQ) 

18 I . FILE (FILES,8) 

17 I !MERGE 

16 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN8,(FILE,DECTX67),(JN) 

15 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN7,(FILE,NOVTX67),(JN) 

14 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN6,(FILE,OCTX67),(IN) 

13 ! (I N S N, 143), (I N) 

-
~ 

-
~ 

r---

12 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN5,(LABEL,SEPTX67),; 

11 I !(JNSN,719),(IN) 

10 1 !ASSIGN F:MRGIN4,(LABEL,AUGTX67),; 

9 I ! (J NSN,325), (I N) 

8 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN3,(LABEL,JULTX67),; 

7 I !(JNSN,520,350,12),(IN) 

6 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN2,(LABEL,EMPTX66),; 

5 I ! (JNSN,76, 103), (IN) 

4 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN1,(LA3EL,HFYTX67),; 

3 I !ASSIG N F:MRGOUT, (LABE L,EMPTX67), (OUTSN,98) 

2 I ! LIMIT (options) 
~ 

!JOB 1234, NAME 
~ 

-

-
~ 

I-

r--

f--

Card Parameter Description 

Signals the beginning of a job. 

t--

~ 

-

!JOB 

1234, Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data fi les used during the 
job will be assumed to belong to this account number. 
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Lxample 8-1. Merged File frorn Maximum Number of Input Files (cont.) 

Card 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Parameter 

NAME 

! LIMIT (options) 

IASSIGN 

F:MRGOUT, 

(L.ABE L, EMPTX67), 

(OUTSN, 98) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN1, 

(LABE L, HFYTX67), 

!(INSN, 76, 103), 

(IN) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN2, 

(LABEL, EMPTX6b), 

! (INSN, 520, 350, 12), 

(I 1\1) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN3, 

(LABEL, JULTX61'), 

! (rr NS N, 325), 

(IN) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN4, 

Description 

Identifies the user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system re
sources required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate 
to each job. For these options, see the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 
90 09 54, or the CP-V /BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, as appropriate. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's output DCB. 

Specifies that the output fi Ie is to be a monitor-formatted tape fi Ie named 
EMPTX67. 

Specifies that i'he output file is to be written on reel number 98. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the s}/mbolic name of Merge's input DCB for the first input fi Ie. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is a monitor-formatted tape fi Ie named HFYTX67. 

Signals that card 5 is a continuation of card 4. 

Specifies that the input file is contained on reels 76 and 103. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's input DCB for the second input file. 

Specifies that the input file is to be a monitor-formatted tape file named 
EMPTX66. 

Signals that card 7 is a continuation of card 6. 

Specifies that the input file is contained on reels 520, 350, and 12. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that 'conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's input DCB for the third input file. 

Specifies that the input file is to be a monitor-formatted tape file named 
JULTX67. 

Signals that card 9 is a continuation of card 8. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is contained on reel 325. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's input DCB for the fourth input fi Ie. 
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Example B-1. Merged Fi Ie from Maximum Number of Input Fi les (cont.) 

Card 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Parameter 

(LABEL, AUGTX67), 

!(INSN, 719), 

(IN) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN5, 

(LABEL, SEPTX67), 

! (I N S N, 143), 

(IN) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN6, 

(FILE,OCTX67), 

(I N) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN7, 

(FILE, NOVTX67), 

(I N) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN8, 

(FILE, DECTX67), 

(IN) 

!MERGE 

• FILE (FILES, 8) 

.REC (80, NSEQ) 

• KEYS (35,9) 

!FIN 
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Description 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is to be a monitor-formatted tape fi Ie named 
AUGTX67. 

Signals that card 11 is a continuation of card 10 .. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is contained on reel 719. 

Specifies that this is an input file. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's input DCB for the fifth input file. 

Specifies that the input file is to be a monitor-formatted tape file named 
SEPTX67. 

Signals that card 13 is a continuation of card 12. 

Specifies that the input file is contained on reel 143. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristi cs to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's input DCB for the sixth input fi Ie. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie, named OCTX67, is currently on a RAD that may 
have been loaded because of limited tape drives. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's input DCB for the seventh input file. 

Specifies that the input file, named NOVTX67, is currently on a RAD that 
may have been loaded because of limited tape drives. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbol ic name of Merge's input DCB for the last input fi Ie. 

Specifies that the input file, named DECTX67, is currently on a RAD that 
may have been loaded because of limited tape drives. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

Ca lis the Merge processor from the system library. 

Specifies that eight input fi les are to be merged. 

80 specifies that the input files consist of 80-byte logical records. NSEQ 
specifies that this job is to ignore out-of-sequence records that may be found 
in the input files. 

Specifies that the input fi les are to be merged according to a nine-byte key 
field that starts in byte 35 of each logical record. By defau It, the key is 
alphanumeric and the merge is in ascending sequence. 

Signals the end of the job. 



Example B-2. Stondard Merge Call, Output on RAD from User-Formatted Tapes 

Card 

2 

3 

16 I IFIN 

15 I . TRAN (129,1O,A1B1C1D1El) 

14 I . KEYS (7,4,AN,"TRAN),(257,8,IBN),(90,1,BN,D) 

13 . BLOCK (3) 

121.REC(783) 

11 I . FILE (FILES,2) 

101 IDATA 

9 I !RUN (LMN,MERGE,:SYS) 

8 I !(INSN,123,45),(BCD),(IN) 

7 I !ASSIGN F :MRGIN2,(DEVICE,7T),; 

6 I !(INSN,176,26,5373),(BCD),(IN) 
~ 

5 I !ASSIGN F:MRGIN1,(DEVICE,7T),; 
f--

4 I !(WRITE,8) 

3 I !ASSIGN F:MRGOUT,(FILE,NTF),(PASS,MALO),; 
I--

2 I ! LIMIT (options) 
~ 

!JOB :B,RDCTN 

Parameter 

!JOB 

8, 

RDCTN 

! LIMIT (options) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGOUT, 

(FILE, NTF), 

(PASS, MALO), 

f--

f--

~ 

I--

f--

~ 

I--

Signals the beginning of a job. 

Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data files used during this 
job will be assumed to belong to this account number. 

Iden ti fi es the u!.er. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system re
sources required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate 
to each job. For these options, see the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 
900954, or the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, as appropriate. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's output DCB. 

Specifies that the sorted output is to be placed on the RAD under the name NTF. 

Assigns the password MALO to the file. This password must be specified by 
any future user of the fi Ie. 

Signals that card 4 is a continuation of card 3. 
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Example B-2. Standard Merge Call, Output on RAD from User-Formatted Tapes (cont.) 

Card 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Parameter 

! (WRITE, 8), 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN1, 

(DEVICE,7T), 

! (INSN, 176,26,5373), 

(BCD), 

(IN) 

!ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN2, 

(DEVICE,7T), 

! (I NSN, 123,45), 

(BCD), 

(IN) 

!RUN 

(LMN, MERGE, :SYS) 

!DATA 

· FILE (FILES,2) 

· REC (783) 

· BLOCK (3) 

· KEYS 

(7,4, AN, TRAN), 

(257,8, BN), 

(90, 1, BN, D) 

~ TRAN (129, 1O,A1Bl 
C1D1E1) 

!FIN 

Description 

Specifies that only jobs run under account number 8 may write into the output 
fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's first input DCB. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is on a 7-track magnetic tape. 

Signals that card 6 is a continuation of card 5. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is contained on reels 176, 26, and 5373. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is written in 7-track BCD mode. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's second input DCB. 

Specifies that the input file is on a 7-track magnetic tape. 

Signals that card 8 is a continuation of card 7. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is contained on reels 123 and 45. 

Specifies that the input file is written in BCD mode. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that specifies a designated program is to be executed. 
This command may be used in lieu of a MERGE command. 

Designates the load module (processor) named MERGE, in the system 
library, as the program to be executed. 

Signals the monitor that a data deck follows. This command must be used 
when !RUN is used to initiate a merge. 

Specifies that two input fi les are to be merged. 

Specifies that the input files consist of 783-byte logical records. 

Specifies that the input fi Ie blocking factor is 3. By default, the output fi Ie 
blocking factor is also 3. 

Specifies that the input fi les are to be merged according to certain key 
fields (three key fields in this case). 

Specifies that key 1 is a four-byte alphanumeric key which starts in byte 7 
of each logical record and that the key is to be translated. 

Specifies that key 2 is an eig~t-byte binary key that starts in byte 257 of 
each logical record. By default, the merge is in ascending sequence. 

Specifies that key 3 is a one-byte binary key that starts in byte 90 of each 
logical record. The merge is in descending sequence. 

Indicates the user-supplied set of character collating sequence values for 
translation of key 1. 

Signals the end of the job. 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"--------------
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Example B-3. Merged File from Merge Program PfU5 User Own-Code, Output on RAD 

12 

2 

!JOB 8,RDCTN 

Card Parometer 
----
!JOB 

8, 

RDCTN 

2 ! LIMIT (options) 

3 !LOAD 

(BI), 

Description 

Signals the beginning of a job. 

Account number. Unless otherwise specified, all data files used during this 
job will be assumed to belong to this account number. 

Iden ti fi es the user. 

Control command that specifies the maximum values for various system re
sources required by the job. The user should supply the options appropriate 
to each job. For these options, see the BPM/BP, RT Reference Manual, 
900954, or the CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764, as appropriate. 

A control command that loads the modules specified in this record. 

Specifies that the first module to be loaded will be on the binary input device. 
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Example 8-3. Merged File from Merge Program Plus User Own-Code, Output on RAD (cont.) 

Card Parameter 

(EF, (MERGED, :SYS)), 

(LMN, CHKMRG), 

4 ! (PERM) 

5 !BIN 

6 

7 !EOD 

8 !ASSIGN 

F:MRGOUT, 

(FI LE, NTF), 

9 ! (PASS, MALO), 

(WRITE, 8) 

10 !ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN1, 

(DEVICE,7T), 

11 !(INSN, 176,26,5373), 

(BCD), 

(IN) 

12 !ASSIGN 

F:MRGIN2, 

(DEVICE,7T), 
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Description 

Specifies that the second module to be loaded is an element file (a file under 
moni tor control) named Merge, and is located in the system library. Th i s 
example assumes that the element file Merge is in the :SYS account. At 
some user installations, however, it may be in some other account. If it is, 
substitute that account for the word: SYS in this card. 

Specifies that the combined load modules wi II be designated by the name 
CH KMRG on later control records. 

Signals that card 4 is a continuation of card 3. 

Specifies that the combined module will be added to the user's library under 
his account number. (Future uses of CHKMRG will not require the user's 
binary deck or the LOAD, BIN, or EOD control commands. ) 

A control command that specifies the following records wi II be binary unti I 
an EOD command is encountered. 

The user's compi led or assembled binary deck. Under some conditions, an 
EOD command is included in this deck. 

A control command specifying that the end of the data (user's prog~am) has 
been reached and that the following records will be BCD. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's output DCB. 

Specifies that the sorted output is tobe placedon theRADunder the name NTF. 

Signals that card 9 is a conti nuation of card 8. 

Assigns the password MALO to the file. This password must be specified by 
any future user of the fi Ie. 

Specifies that only jobs run under account number 8 may write into the output 
fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys fi Ie characteristi cs to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's first input DCB. 

Specifies that the input fire is on a 7-track magnetic tape. 

Signals that card 11 is a continuation of card 10. 

Specifies that the input file is contained on reels 176, 26, and 5373. 

Specifies that the input file is written in 7-track BCD mode. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that conveys file characteristics to Merge's DCBs. 

Specifies the symbolic name of Merge's second input DCB. 

Specifies that the input file is on a 7-track magnetic tape. 

Signals that card 13 is a continuation of card 12. 



lxample B-3. Merged Fi Ie from Merge Program Plus User Own-Code, Output on RAD (cont.) 

Card 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Parameter 

!(INSN, 123,45), 

(BCD), 

(II") 

!RUN 

(LMN, CHKMRG) 

!DATA 

· FILE (FILES, 2) 

· REC (783) 

· BLOCK (3) 

· KEYS 

(7, 4, AN, TRA N)" 

(257,8, BN), 

(90, 1, BN, D) 

• TRAN (129, 10, 
A 1 B1C1D1El) 

!FHN 

Description 

Specifies that the input fi Ie is contained on reels 123 and 45. 

Specifies that the input file is written in BCD mode. 

Specifies that this is an input fi Ie. 

A control command that specifies a designated program is to be executed. 
This command may be used in lieu of a MERGE command. 

Designates that the module CHKMRG is to be loaded from the user's library 
and run. 

Signals the monitor that a data deck follows. This command must be used 
when a RUN command is used to initiate a merge. 

Specifies that two input fi les are to be merged. 

Specifies that the input files consist of 783-byte logical records. 

Specifies that the input file blocking factor is 3. By default, the output file 
blocking factor is also 3. 

Specifies that the input files are to be merged according to certain key fields 
(three key fields in this case). 

Specifies that key 1 is a four-byte alphanumeric key that starts in byte 7 of 
each logical record and that the key is to be translated. 

Specifies that key 2 is an eight-byte binary key that starts in byte 257 of 
each logical record. By default, the merge is in ascending sequence. 

Specifies that key 3 is a one-byte binary key that starts in byte 90 of each 
logical record. The merge is in descending sequence. 

Indicates the user-supplied set of character collating sequence values for 
translation of key 1. 

Signals the end of the job. 

Example B-4. On··line Merge Session (CP-V) 

!c MI{CTSTI 
I'; 

I 
() 

I' 

T 

'I 
\.,r 

:i 

User requests a copy of the previously sorted fi Ie MRG TSTl, 
which consists of 10 single-character records. 
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Example B-4. On-Line Merge Session (CP-V) (cont.) 

!c ~lI{eTST:~ 

1\ 
II 
C 

n 
I" 
e 
II 
.1 

K 
I. 

~I 

N 

S 

Y 
X 
(. 

!SI':T F:MI{CINI /~1I{CTSTI 

! ~II·:I{CI': 
~II·:I{C:I': S I'I':C flo' I CI\T I ()NS 

. I{ I·:C (I, I) 
· I{ 1·:(; (I, I) 

· K I·: Y S (I, I ) 
• J..:I':YS (I, I) 

. 1; 11.1': (I.'II.I':S, 2) 

· F I 1.1': (1-' I I.I-:S , :>.) 

I." 

~II':I{CI': F 11,1':: 0, 
~lI':I{CI': F 11.1':: I, 
~ll':I{CI~ F 11.1':: .) - , 
1'-ll':I{CE F 11.)0;: J, 
~II':I{CI': F 11.1':: 4, 
m:I{<:I': F 11.\0:: 5, 
~lI':I{CI': F I 1.1':: 6, 
~lImCI': 1.'11.1';: 7, 
~II':I{CI': F r 1.1-:: 8, 
~lI':I{CI': FII.I':: '1', 

REC()I{J)S: 

I{I~C()J{DS : 

1{Jo;C()IWS : 

RECORDS: 

R I~CORDS: 
J{I~C()J{))S : 

RECOJ{DS: 
J{I~COJ{DS : 

RI~COJ{DS : 

I{ ECOIWS : 

~II':I{( :1': S[ICCI~SSFlILLY COM!' I .ET 1m 

!c 1'-mCO[J'I'J 
1\ 
II 

C 
I) 

I~ 

I" 
C 

II 
r 
.1 

J..: 
I. 

M 

Ii 
o 
p 
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26 
10 
16 
o 
() 

() 

() 

o 
o 

26 

User requests a copy of the previously sorted fi Ie MRG TST2, 
whi ch consists of 16 sing Ie-character records. 

CP-V on-line commands, similar to !ASSIGN in batch, which 
specify the fi les MRG TSTl and MRG TST2 as input to, and fi Ie 
MRGOUT3 as output from, the Merge Processor. 

Calls the Merge Processor. 
Merge requests input. 
Specifies that input and output records are l-character • 

Specifies that Merge is to be keyed on one character, in 
position 1. 

Specifies that 2 input fi les are to be merged • 

ESCAPE and F keys terminate input. 

Merge prints statisti cs of the Merge operation. 

User requests a copy of the Merge output fi Ie MRG OUT3. 



Example B-4. On-Line Merge Session (CP-V) (cont.) 

y 

/. 
T 
.:.... CP,-V prompts for the next command • 

Notes: 1. Underlined characters were sent to the terminal by CP-V; non-underlined characters were typed at the 
terminal. 

2. All terminal input lines were terminated by a carriage return. 
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